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Chapter 2

Abstract

NAVIGATING LGBTQ+ AND DISABLED INTERSECTIONS ONLINE:
SOCIAL SUPPORT AND IDENTITY CONSTRUCTION
IN THE AGE OF SOCIAL MEDIA

Bianca Sturchio, MSW
The University of Southern Maine, 2020
Supervising Professor: Donna Wampole
Abstract
There is a lack of research about the lived experiences of self-identified lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender, queer, and otherwise-identified (LGBTQ+) young adults with
disabilities who use the Internet to achieve particular social aims. Using open-ended
survey questions, the researcher applied multidimensional and overlapping
frameworks of intersectionality, feminist-disability theory, and social work to
answer the following: What are the lived experiences of disabled, LGBTQ+ young
adults who use social media for social support and identity construction? Using
secondary data, fifteen (N=15) cases of LGBTQ+ disabled young adults aged 18 to
31 living in the United States were selected, and data was analyzed using a
phenomenological thematic analysis. The research revealed salient themes, such as
community/belonging, access to “others like me,” positive identity formation and
protective mental health factors to name a few, each of which respectively facilitated
or complicated participants’ motives to use social media platforms. Implications of
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the research findings for social science scholars and suggestions for future research
are discussed.
Keywords: LGBTQ, social media, social networking sites, disabled, chronic
illness, social support, identity construction, young adults, emerging adulthood
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Chapter One: Introduction to the Research
Young disabled, LGBTQ+ people often encounter multimodal discrimination
and exclusion in their day to day lives, though scholars seldom examine their
experiences within formal, empirical research (Toft & Franklin, 2020a, p. 73). It is
not that this combined formation of non-normative orientation and ability is
uncommon, but rather that scholars researching LGBTQ+ and disabled populations
“generally rely on interviews with informants and the retrospective review or
surveillance of medical or administrative records,” (Tasman et al., 2015, p.
294).While social and behavioral science scholars have studied young disabled
adults as well as LGBTQ+ adults in the past, these constructs are examined
separately within the literature (Oakley, 2017; Lupton & Seymour, 2003; Stevens et
al., 2018). Additionally, existing data narrows in on specific sub-populations, like
college students in their academic environment (Miller, 2018). Few analyses
consider the intersectional, everyday aspects of social support and identity in young,
LGBTQ+ disabled people from their perspective (Bernert, 2011; Caldwell, 2010;
Drummond & Brotman, 2014; Toft & Franklin, 2020a). Fewer scholars examine
LGBTQ+ disabled peoples’ use of emergent communications technologies,
specifically online social media, and mention social support and identity
construction within their research (Egner, 2018; Miller, 2017).
The lack of involvement of LGBTQ+ disabled people within research
involves policies by research ethics and review boards that prevent recruitment of
“vulnerable populations” for research (Anderson, 2010, p. 21; Egleston et al., 2010;
Liddiard et al., 2019) due to matters of coercion and harm (Dalton & McVilly,
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2004), as well as discriminatory attitudes, and misinformation about particular
disabilities (Whitney, 2006). Common misconceptions, biases, and beliefs from
researchers about vulnerable groups, particularly individuals with intellectual and
developmental disabilities, perpetuate negative tropes, which undermine their
potential to make valuable contributions within formal research domains. Instead,
LGBTQ+ and disability discourse has been, and in no small degree, still is,
overwhelmingly dominated by people who are not disabled.

Contextualizing the Issue: Topic Overview
The Williams Institute at the UCLA School of Law suggests there are
between 9-11 million LGBT adults in the United States (The Williams Institute,
2011; 2019). Given that approximately one in four people have a disability, there are
an estimated 3-5 million LGBTQ+ people with a disability (Movement
Advancement Project, 2019). The ways in which younger generations of LGBTQ+
and disabled people interact socially has undergone drastic shifts, namely due to the
advent of networked technologies, such as social media, and technologically evolved
devices--mobile phones, tablets, laptop computers and the like. Availability of Webaccessible devices have increased across the globe, and at present, digital
technologies largely govern young people’s interactions and communications with
each other.
As early as the 1990s, LGBTQ+-identifying people have dominated the
Internet in use and frequency and engaged in Web-based interfaces to connect with
others, in multidimensional contexts compared to heterosexual-identifying adults
(McKenna & Bargh, 1998). Decades later, it still stands true that higher percentages
2

of LGBTQ+ people engage in digital content and use SNSs to interact with others
and build close connections or pursue romantic interests online compared to
heterosexual people (Pew Research Center, 2013a).
Previous data on Internet technologies and the body has championed
individuals’ efforts to present and reinvent oneself online using various means
(Lupton & Seymour, 2003). Unlike offline interactions, Web-based platforms like
social media give people with disabilities control over how and when they reveal
information about their limitations and offer new possibilities for relationship
development (Bowker & Tuffin, 2002). However, rising awareness of the “digital
divide,” has become a prominent concern among disability scholars. The digital
divide refers to the unequal and marginalizing access to digital technologies within
the information society, though the term is most commonly used to describe
inequalities in Internet access due to lack of proficiency or diminished access and
opportunity, or circumstances that restrict individuals’ use of said technologies
(Mäkinen, 2006). To this point, social media technologies are not equally accessible
throughout industrialized societies, nor are they evenly dispersed across all disability
subsets.
Research on online communication technologies used by people with
disabilities present contested findings among scholars. The Internet may open up
opportunities for countless people across disability spectrums in the sense that the
Internet can compensate for offline limitations or barriers, thus empowering
individuals with disabilities or health conditions to socially engage in ways that were
previously inaccessible to them (Lupton & Seymour, 2003). Contrarily, the literature
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also illustrates how one’s disability may further limit their access to the benefits
offered by such technologies. People with disabilities experience condition-specific
restrictions which are often unique to their disability configuration. Physical
coordination barriers, communication disabilities, ocular impairments (Lupton &
Seymour, 2003), or social elements, like a shortage of occupational therapists and
rehabilitation specialists to assist in the use of stated technologies or learn the
required skills all limit the possibilities of disabled people (Lissitsa & Madar, 2018).
Without proper technical adaptations, entry into the online world remains
inaccessible for many, even when an Internet connection is possible. Much of the
available literature on people with disabilities and communication technologies
address this ongoing discordance.
Findings from Lissitsa and Madar (2018) confirm prior data from Guo et al.
(2005), which indicate that once disabled people become Internet users, they have
access to shared, open digital spaces that serve as sites to break down barriers that
exist in their physical and social environments. Research from DeHaan et al. about
LGBTQ+ disabled youth demonstrated that individuals can seek community and
obtain a greater awareness about their uncertainties by connecting and learning from
others online. However, much of the time, the social platforms young people use
today are seldom imagined with the needs of disabled people in mind. It is important
to note, however that this document does not discuss the digital divide nor the
accessibility of online interfaces. Rather, the aim of this work is to explore the
experiences of LGBTQ+ disabled people’s utilization of social media platforms to
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better understand how networked technologies offer new social possibilities and
contribute to their social and developmental processes.

The Objective of The Research and Research Question
The purpose of this qualitative phenomenological study is to illuminate the
lived, online experiences of LGBTQ+ disabled young adults. The study intends to
contribute to the limited empirical academic works that center the experiences of
LGBTQ+ disabled or chronically ill young people to offer a person-centered
approach to how this population achieves social support and identity-making online.
By utilizing survey data on self-identifying young LGBTQ+ and disabled/ill
populations throughout the United States, this writer will capture the phenomenon of
LGBTQ+ disabled people’s experiences of engaging in social media platforms for
psychosocial developmental purposes. As a result of this study, social science
scholars and clinicians can better understand how LGBTQ+ disabled populations
might experience their social relationships and identity-related concerns, potentially
leveraging the strategies LGBTQ+ disabled people use to fulfill their social and
developmental needs. This research additionally seeks to offer an implicit alternative
to the often oversimplified and generalized view that social media at large is
detrimental to young people’s psychosocial development and wellbeing by
positioning social media use within LGBTQ+ disabled contexts.
The question, “What are the lived experiences of disabled, LGBTQ+ young
and emerging adults who use social media for social support and identity
construction?” is the focus of this research study. Increased knowledge about the
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lived experiences of young, disabled LGBTQ+ adults is necessary to recognize the
complex challenges encountered by this demographic.

Overview of Chapters One Through Five
Chapter One of this document introduces the problem statement that anchors
this work, articulates the significance of this research, and offers the potential
contributions of this study to social work and other domains. Following, the
researcher provides her rationale for embarking on this study and her connection to
the work. Lastly, the chapter ends with key concepts and relevant definitions.
Demonstrated in Chapter Two of this work, the pre-existing scholarly data about
LGBTQ+ and disabled intersections remain scarce. The literature review, located in
this chapter, provides a topical overview of young and emerging adulthood, as well
as social media and LGBTQ+ and disabled/chronically ill populations. Following the
review, the researcher addresses the following areas: 1) social media’s current user
base; 2) social media for social support and identity construction, and 3) associated
outcomes of social media use. From there, social media and mental illness, chronic
illness, and disability populations receive consideration, as do social media and
LGBTQ+ populations. Lastly, available literature about social media demonstrates a
great deal of divergence in opinion and data outcomes about the risks associated
with social media use, and more specifically, the impact of social media use on
mental and physical health outcomes. These uncertainties are explored concluding
Chapter Two.
Chapter Three covers the research composition, which includes
methodologies, grounding theoretical perspectives, and the research design. The
6

researcher also discusses the inclusion/exclusion criteria, recruitment for the study,
and methods for data collection. Chapter Four presents the findings of the data,
which includes the results of the study, followed by an analysis of the data. Chapter
Five closes this study with a discussion of the findings, limitations of the work, and
closing remarks.

Significance and Contribution of The Study
This document synthesizes information about the significant role of social
media within the everyday experiences of adults who exist at non-normative
intersections of body and identity, specifically self-identified LGBTQ+ adults with
disabilities. This research offers insight into the lived experiences of LGBTQ+
disabled young people who use social media to explore identity-related matters and
navigate social support needs, including engaging in social relationships with other
LGBTQ+ disabled adults.
Decades of empirical data can speak to the importance of social interaction
within everyday life and on human psychosocial development. Scholars have
successfully linked loneliness—a discrepancy between desired and actual social
contact—and social isolation, with adverse health consequences (Perlman & Peplau,
1981). Hawkley and Capitanio’s (2015) study for instance, found outcomes of
depression, poor sleep quality, impaired executive function, accelerated cognitive
decline, poor cardiovascular function and impaired immunity among lonely and
isolated individuals at every stage of life. The absence of social relationships in the
lives of young people can result in higher rates of anxiety, depression, and paranoia
(Lim et al., 2016), decreased social skills (Giedd, 2012), and a lower perceived
7

quality of life. Given that LGBTQ+ disabled people possess the same human need
and socio-emotional desire for social reciprocity and participation and are more
susceptible to experiencing the outcomes mentioned above, it remains imperative for
scholars and clinicians to understand the social relationships of LGBTQ+ adults with
disabilities and chronic health conditions. Increasing scholars’ awareness will enable
professionals to effectively guide individuals living within these intersections and
support the efforts of themselves and the significant people in their lives, to develop
healthy, satisfying, supportive relationships.
Social work research, in particular, has not adequately accounted for the
combined complexities of owning an LGBTQ+ and disabled identity. However,
doing so remains critical to promoting and understanding the experiences and needs
of LGBTQ+, disabled individuals. The themes embedded throughout this work are
multifaceted, complex, and deserve critical attention by social workers, advocates,
and policymakers alike. Governing bodies and esteemed individuals can use this
research to grasp and mitigate some of the structural inequalities that contribute to
the disproportionately adverse and oppressive experiences of LGBTQ+ disabled
adults.

Theoretical Perspectives
This study situates theories of intersectionality, feminist-disability theory,
queer theory, social identity theory, and identity frameworks within feminist
scholarship. These perspectives are conceptualized through an intersectional lens to
examine how these interconnected frameworks merge to create various levels of
privilege and oppression. A feminist-informed phenomenological thematic content
8

analysis provides a unifying framework to conceptualize, investigate, and analyze
socioeconomic, personal, and structural disparities (Bowleg, 2012; Hankivsky &
Christoffersen, 2008).
Feminist-based scholarships address gender-based stereotypes and biases,
and foster empowerment for marginalized groups; researchers “commonly apply
their findings in the service of promoting social change and social justice use
(Hesse-Biber, 2012, p. 4). Disability through a feminist perspective, then, begins
with the assumption that disability is always inextricably linked to other social
markers and power structures. Rosemarie Garland-Thomson’s (2002) feministdisability analysis engages “several fundamental premises of critical theory”
including:
Representation structures reality, that the margins define the center; that
gender (or disability) is a way of signifying relationships of power; that
human identity is multiple and unstable, and that all analysis and evaluation
have political implications. (p. 6)
Understanding how disability operates as an identity category and cultural
concept realizes disability as woven through individuals’ multiple identities that are
not merely additive, but interdependent on the presence or absence of other
interlocking systems. Epidemiological studies illustrate how groups at the
intersections face distinct experiences, shaped “not only by their multiple identities
but also by systems of privilege and oppression,” (Miller, 2018, p. 3; Torres et al.,
2009).
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Intersectionality
Intersectional theory, effectively termed intersectionality, is a theoretical
framework that describes how multiple social identities (race, gender, sexual
orientation), operate at micro and macro levels to reflect and create interlocking
systems of societal privilege and oppression. Societal oppression is the “attitudes,
behaviors, and pervasive and systematic social arrangements by which members of
one group are exploited and subordinated while members of another group are
granted privileges” (Bohmer & Briggs, 1991, p. 155). The term, first coined by
Black feminist legal scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw (1991) was used to describe the
exclusion of Black women from both white feminism and antiracist discourse. The
framework of intersectionality grew from the “study of production and reproduction
of inequalities, dominance, and oppression,” (Shields, 2008, p. 303) and captures the
complexity of sharing multiple identities, rather than distilling people down into
solitary narratives. Torres et al, (2009) maintained that intersectionality, when
operationalized moves beyond singular categories of analysis to consider
simultaneous interactions between different aspects of social identity, as well as the
impact of systems and processes of oppression and domination (e.g., racism,
classism, sexism, ableism, homophobia) that occur at both macro and micro levels.
They note, “it is not enough to simply acknowledge that all individuals possess
multiple identities and these identities interact. … [M]multiple identities must be
connected to the larger social structures in which they are embedded” (p. 587).
Broadly speaking, an intersectional perspective centers the voices of people
marginalized by social minority identities; considers individual and collective
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identities; focuses on power relations; and strives for justice-oriented outcomes
(Jones & Abes, 2013). Frameworks of intersectionality have been applied within the
social sciences, contemporary feminist domains, and other social justice-oriented
contexts that bridge individual experience and identity to structural inequalities.

Feminist-Disability Theory
The foundational works of Rosemarie Garland-Thomson (2005), Susan
Wendell (1989), Tobin Siebers (2008) and others articulate the benefit of
incorporating various feminist theories into frameworks of disability. Siebers (2008)
claims that disability studies can change our basic assumptions about identity,
ideology, language, politics, social oppression, and the body. A feminist lens can
broaden this scope to challenge preconceived beliefs about disability experiences-that is, disability as both an identity and culture, or how experiences of disability are
interwoven within other sociocultural constructs. An exigence of this work is the
disciplinary split between disability studies and feminist theory, the latter of which,
scholars argue, often excludes disability as a category of exploration (Silvers, 2009).
Feminist disability studies, from which the theory evolved, urges scholars to
consider relationships between people, power, and their environment, namely how
cultures shape social ascriptions, and how natural and sociopolitical structures
prioritize certain bodies. The feminist disability framework specifically unpacks how
society produces cultural and social systems that privilege “normate” bodies that fit
the “comforting narrative of embodiment” (Ahlvik-Harju, 2016) –at the expense of
bodies that do not fit that archetype. Here, the comforting narrative describes the
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white Western cultural ideal of “normalcy”—that is, the able-bodied, heterosexual,
conventionally appealing male subject. Within feminist disability studies, GarlandThomson’s (1997; 2002) articulation of the normate body can be understood as the
quintessence of ability, an exemplar which is molded by and anchored in ableist
assumptions that set precedent to how bodies “are” and “should be,” (Reynolds,
2020, p. 246). Instead, the framework positions disability as:
a culturally fabricated narrative of the body, similar to what we understand as
the fictions of race and gender. The disability/ability system produces
subjects by differentiating and marking bodies. Although this comparison of
bodies is ideological rather than biological, it nevertheless penetrates into the
formation of culture, legitimating an unequal distribution of resources, status,
and power within a biased social and architectural environment. (GarlandThomson, 2002, p. 5)
A critical feminist-disability framework serves to examine discomfort, fear,
and tension arises from atypical embodiments, rethink and re-conceptualize society’s
normative yardstick: the hegemonic, ideal body typology, and interrogate historical
and cultural understandings of the body as it relates to disability. Additionally, it
questions the implications of marking, categorizing, and placing value on the
physical body. The feminist disability domain leans toward the sociocultural model
of disability and recognizes society’s construction of disability where a relationship
exists between the disabled body, and society’s inability to accommodate it. The
domain exists in contrast to the medical model, which positions disability as
“problems,” or “defects” within the individual. The categorization assumes a
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negative relationship between people and their disabilities, and codes the disabled
body as “broken,” rather than interpreting the disabled body as a unique variation
from the expected norm, though not any less valid or worthy of dignity than a
“normate” body. These assumptions speak to a more widespread, meaningful need to
address the diversity that exists among disabled bodies and challenge the broadbased assumptions that overshadow disabled people’s experiences, both of which the
framework positions itself against.
Likewise, the theory rejects the notion that disabled bodies necessitate cure
and fixing--there is no inherent “wrongness” in being disabled (Egner, 2018, p. 128).
Furthermore, it also acknowledges, like queer theory, that disability exists as an
unstable, fluid category of human existence. Along these lines, Rosemarie GarlandThomson (2005) maintains:
...We learn to understand disability as something that is wrong with someone,
as an exceptional and escapable calamity rather than as what is perhaps the
most universal of human experiences. After all, if we live long enough, we
will all become disabled. (p. 1568)
Rather than thinking about disability as a static, homogenous manifestation
of wrongness, which often erases intra-group differences for people who exist at
multiple identity intersections, the field of feminist disability studies encourages
scholars to consider conceptualizations of disability as unique and individualized,
existing on a spectrum, and a reality everyone will eventually experience--and can
experience at any time. Hall’s (2015) focus on feminist and philosophical
explorations of gender, women, and sexuality studies supports these objectives and
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argues the need to contextualize disability narratives and situate disability studies
within feminist and philosophical frameworks. Hall (2015) maintains that one of the
promises of feminist disability studies is to highlight the diversity of disability
experiences and criticize presuppositions about feminist conceptions of disability.

Queer Theory
Deriving from multiple critical and cultural contexts, queer theory is “a tool
that can be used to reconsider sociopolitical, historical, and cultural norms and
values” (Wozolek, 2019, p. 1). Like disability theory, disciplines of queer theory
seek to challenge hegemonic constructs of normalcy; it “explores the discrepancy
between gender identity, anatomical sex and sexual desire, resisting hegemonic
heterosexuality,” (Piantato, 2016, p. 3). It also represents an affront to heterosexual
culture, becoming a “term of reference for those marginal sexualities that could not
fit into the traditional discourse about gender and sexuality,” (p. 3). The term queer
was originally employed as a pejorative device to mark non-heterosexual identities
as “Other.” In the early 1990’s, however, “queer” was neutralized, and positively
reappropriated as a form of pride, resistance and socio-political identity (Kaplan,
1990; Sandahl, 2003; Zosky, & Alberts, 2016). Albeit, the change is not without
contestation; older LGBTQ+ community members are more likely to reject the
notion of reclaiming the term believing the word has been such a powerful epithet of
homophobic hate that its historical intent can never be divorced from the word itself
(Brontsema, 2004).
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In qualitative research, queer theory tends to analyze people and groups in
ways that seek to “queer” everyday experiences. That is, queer frameworks aim to
“interrogate and disrupt dominant hierarchical understandings” of people’s social
identities and daily goings-on (McRuer, 1997, p. 4). Halperin (1997), a studied queer
theorist articulates a concise understanding of McRuer’s description stating, “queer
is by definition whatever is at odds with the normal, the legitimate, the dominant,”
(p. 62).

Theorizations of Social Identity
Social Identity Theory
Social identity theory, arguably one of the more recognized frameworks for
understanding processes of identity-making has been defined by social psychologist
Henri Tajfel’s as “an individual’s awareness that they belong to a social category or
group, and the emotional and value significance to them of their group membership”
(Hogg, 2012, p. 502). Stets and Burke (2000) define a social group as a “set of
individuals who hold a common social identification or view themselves as members
of the same social category,” (p. 225). The social identity theory holds that the
groups individuals belong to “influence how others know us--they are the lens
through which people view us” (Hogg, 2012, p. 502). Hogg (2012) continues,
“Groups furnish us with an identity, a way of locating ourselves in relation to other
people. Indeed, our sense of self derives from the groups and categories we belong
to,” (p. 502).
The earlier works of Tajfel and colleagues (1986) attest that groups provide
various means for maintaining and enhancing an individual’s esteem and worth; the
15

groups that individuals hold membership in can influence feelings of pride on a
personal basis as well as on a collective group level, depending on how the group is
valued in society. Social identity theory rests on the distinction between the
collective or group self (social identity), which centers on group membership, group
processes, and intergroup behavior, and the individual self (personal identity) which
is associated with close personal relationships and idiosyncrasies of the person
(Hogg, 2012). Therefore, people experience personal identity through “idiosyncratic
attributes that make one different from other people, or in terms of close
relationships with specific others individuals,” or social identity through
“commonalities among people within a group and differences between people of
different groups,” (Hogg, 2012, p. 503).
Self-categorization Theory
Building on the insights of social identity theory is self-categorization theory.
Since the original formulation of social identity theory, additional research has
aimed to examine the cognitive and behavioral motivations of self-esteem in
maintaining strong ingroup relations (Abrams & Hogg, 1988; Oakes & Turner,
1980). Considerations include ingroup bias--how people interpret their social rank in
different social settings, stereotyping through self-categorization and the reification
of self/Other, and how these actions affect self-perception and the views of others.
Social psychology conceptualizes these added components as theoretically separate
from the original social theory, which constitutes the basis of self-categorization
theory, otherwise known as group social identity theory (Brown, 2019).
At the center of self-categorization theory is the idea that individuals have a
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natural desire to split the social world into two categories: “the ingroup,” or, the
group with which one identifies, and “the outgroup” that is, any group other than the
one with which one identifies (Stets & Burke, 2000, p. 224). The separation of the
ingroup and outgroup is a mechanism of securing self-esteem and social standing.
Individuals will go to great lengths to attest their group exhibits ingroup hallmarks
(e.g., is superior). Moreover, not behaving as such would designate a negative selfview (Tajfel & Turner, 1986). Within the social identity framework, individuals
attest to their superiority and carry out the aforementioned social splitting through
categorization and comparison.
Members of social groups self-identify or attach labels to themselves to
provide context to their self-articulation and attest their belonging to identifiable
groups. Ingroup individuals also categorize other people as a way to stratify the
social environment and enact a systematic means of defining others (Ashforth &
Mael, 1989). That is, they contextualize other people based on their in/outgroup
affiliations. Such states of ingroup belonging and outgroup demarcation delineate the
self from others based on the primary characteristics of each group. Trepte and Loy
(2017) offer a concise conceptualization of the features of self-categorization, which
encompass many of the elements mentioned earlier. They state:
Social categorization implies that people are defined and understood not only
as individuals but also as belonging to certain social categories (ability,
socioeconomic status, or sexuality, for example [researcher’s clarification].
People socially interact based on experiences they have had with others who
belong to different categories. During interaction, they constantly
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contextualize their social categories. These, in turn, influence their behavior.
(p. 3)
When the literature speaks to the notion of individuals identifying with an
ingroup, they experience group identification through a perceptual-cognitive
construct that is not necessarily associated with any specific behaviors or affective
states (Ashforth & Mael, 1989). An individual “need only perceive themselves as
psychologically intertwined with the fate of the group. Behavior and affect are
viewed only as potential antecedents or consequences,” (Ashforth & Mael, 1989, p.
21). It is after an individual has identified themselves as being a part of a group that
they are likely to subconsciously and consciously assume their identity as an ingroup
member by functioning in ways that align with the inferred norms and values of
those groups. As a basic example, if an individual believes that college students are
intellectual, then they will assume they, too, are intellectual if they identify with the
‘college student’ group (Hogg & Tindale, 2000). By carrying out measures to
declare group membership, individuals receive positive emotional feedback, which
endorses the individual’s achievement of the membership-affirming actions, and
enhances their self-esteem, thus providing validation for their ingroup alignment.
Throughout one’s history, individuals establish and maintain the ‘self’
through memberships within copious groups. As individuals articulate their values
and beliefs, they discard their membership to groups that do not align with the self.
In other words, the creation of ‘self’ happens through decision-making processes
regarding which groups to identify with--that is, which groups provide a valuable
source of self-esteem for the individual. Individuals claim membership to one or
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many groups that offer self-esteem, thus positioning them to access more people—
engaging with likeminded people, or determining divergent ideologies, concurrently
reifies an individual’s self-concept. This phenomenon supports Tajfel’s (1979, 1986)
claims that people tend to have positive feelings towards groups of which they are a
member compared to outgroup members. Brown’s (2019) understanding of Tajfel is
that “people prefer to see themselves in a positive light, which implies that there will
be a general search for positive distinctiveness in their perceptions of and dealings
with other groups,” (p. 6). In other words, in sustaining a positive outlook of
individuals in the ingroup, individuals can, in return, boost their self-esteem by
claiming or affirming their membership to that group, thus reflecting the positive
values they extend outward back onto themselves.

The Social Identity Approach
In review, the social identity approach suggests that people have two versions
of the self. One comprises a personal identity, which encompasses distinctive
characteristics--bodied attributes, abilities, psychological traits, interests of a person
outside of a group context, and the other describes a social identity, which comprises
an array of salient group classifications. Social identification, therefore, is the
psychological perception of oneness with or belongingness with others based on
factors of personal identity or salient group classifications, some of which are
assigned by others, influenced by intergroup dynamics, and resonate with an
individual, and others of which the individual negotiates. A person’s self-concept
remains both an intergroup as well as an interpersonal phenomenon, where collective
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and personal identities groups are inextricably linked, directly influence one another,
and are simultaneously contained inside separate theoretical frameworks.
Within active processes of identity exploration and affirmation, individuals
are continuously engaging in categorization and group maintenance to the degree
that the group is functioning to reaffirm or deny their given self-concept at any
particular time. This active defining and re-constructing of ‘self’ promotes the
contextual, fluid, and complex nature of identity at large. People hold memberships
to diverse combinations of social categories; all people are in stages of determining
which group memberships best suit their self-concept while simultaneously
maintaining membership to groups that offer stable support over time.
Furthermore, the social identity approach supports the development of the
self/Other paradigm and institutes a framework for how people articulate a positive
sense of self and maintain membership within social groups. The framework
additionally explains how group membership can support meaning-making and
identity exploration within social dynamics by helping people determine who they
are, or which groups they fit into and thus discover how they relate to others.

A Framework of Identity-Making
Orsatti and Riemer (2015) developed the multimodal framework of identitymaking to interrogate traditional theories of social identity and establish a broader
comprehension of identity within the context of social media. The authors reject past
scholar’s observations on the matter, namely, due to the implications within
scholars’ intent to determine congruence between the online and offline self. These
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aims, Orsatti and Riemer argue, imagine a hierarchy between online and offline
articulations, and assume a pre-formulated, unchallenged existence of “the self,” that
can only meaningfully exist offline. Following this assumption, previous scholars,
by default, consider identities formed and displayed online as less valuable, reliable,
or genuine. Supporting Orsatti and Riemer’s framework, scholars historically use the
terms “self” and “identity” interchangeably to describe “the core” or “essence” of
who a person is (Orsatti & Riemer, 2015, p. 10). Herein lies another criticism from
Orsatti and Riemer: these conjectures assume social identities are singular and static
through the lifespan. The frameworks fail to consider the dynamic and complex
forces that contextualize an individual’s articulated self. Orsatti and Riemer
challenge these pre-existing notions and offer an interpretation that lends itself to a
more productive approach to placing social identities.
According to Orsatti and Riemer (2015), individuals form their identities
through active and practical reciprocations within their environment, including
through the technologies that influence an individual’s daily experiences (p. 8).
Identity formation happens, the authors allege, not only within deliberate cognitive
thinking but through “our most basic ability to live in and cope skillfully with our
world” (Hoy, 1993, p. 173). In other words, an individual’s manner of identitymaking traverses a broad combination of internal and external interactions,
environmental factors, and commonplace exchanges. Within this understanding,
identity is situationally contingent and determined by the perpetual subject and
object of negotiation within the individual (Code & Zaparyniuk, 2010). That is to
say, an individual’s visible or exhibited disposition may lack congruence with one’s
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inner nature, but only as a mechanism of conforming to the immediate context and
environment. To these aims, the authors urge scholars to adopt a non-essentialist
view of a person as “not having a stable, central, and unified self but . . . as
continuously being constituted and reaffirmed by being part of various social
practices and contexts” whether on or offline (p. 6). Orsatti and Riemer (2015)
conclude their debate, asserting that the “Internet becomes an active part of how
people form identities and how they come to understand themselves” (p. 1). The
authors use the term identity-making to convey the perpetual re-articulation of
oneself required in the act, thus reinforcing their rejection of online social identity as
merely a watered-down replica of one’s offline self, portrayed through a digital
environment (Orsatti & Riemer, 2015, p. 1).
Taken together, these theories provide related, but distinct benefits, all of
which to an extent function interdependently within one another, but not enough to
stand alone. It is necessary to situate this work in a multimodal feminist-informed,
intersectional framework of queerness and disability, alongside conceptions of social
identity, as each perform different functions. Feminist-disability and queer theory
help scholars understand why binary constructions of ability/disability, and
conceptions of normal/abnormal, or self/other maintain structural systems of
oppression, whereas intersectionality and identity theories highlight how these
oppressions differ within various sociopolitical contexts. Within the scope of this
research, these theories support the contextual factors that motivate LGBTQ+,
disabled young people to engage in social media use to achieve social aims.
Approaching this work from multiple lenses is strategically necessary as few
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conceptual models account for the nuances needed to include non-heteronormative
individuals and people with various disability embodiments in research. As Sleeter
(2010) makes clear, no one theory or discipline alone can nor should attempt to
handle the complexity and scope of sexuality, or the phenomena of disability.

Personal Rationale and Connection
I grew up learning that my physical body and identity markers inherently
restrict my social opportunities. I am a twenty-nine-year-old, statistically poor,
visibly physically disabled, queer female, who also struggles with severe and
persistent mental health challenges as well as physical chronic illness manifestations.
I utilize social media as a tool for learning, visibility, and connection. It has been
essential to my own process of identity-formation, and the crux of building
community with others to whom I can relate.
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Key Concepts and Definitions
Coming Out. Coming out typically describes the process of a person
disclosing their sexual orientation and/or gender identity. However, coming out can
apply to any social identity or experience that is stigmatized when compared to the
norms of society. For instance, individuals can “come out” as fat, disabled,
chronically ill, autistic, or neurodivergent.
Disability. Within this document, disability refers to a loss or restriction of
functional ability or activity as a result of contextual barriers in the relative
environment. Modern approaches to disability emphasize the effects that society has
in collectively disabling people and denying opportunities, to look beyond
biomedical manifestations and diagnostic pathologies of impairment 1 (Martin,
2015).
Disabled people 2 or people with disabilities. People with disabilities
describes individuals who have long-term physical, mental, intellectual, or sensory
conditions which mediate and restrict their full participation in society. While
contemporary etiquette practices emphasize using person-first language, this writer,
as a disabled scholar, 3 incorporates both identity-first and person-first language
within this document to reflect shifts in language that reimagines disability as an

1

The term 'impairment' is broadly contested as it undermines the understanding that society is responsible for processes of
disablement, rather than disability existing as a trait of the individual.
2

As a disabled scholar, I use identity-first language alongside person-first designations to refer to people with disabilities. It is
an intentional choice employed to reflect shifts in language guided by disabled people and supported within larger disability
culture (Forber-Pratt, 2019). Identity-first language recognizes the presence of a disability as inseparable to the individual
(Dunn & Andrews, 2015) and cognizes disability as a neutral phenomenon (Sinclair, 2013) free from determinations of human
worth (Forber-Pratt & Zape, 2018; Gitchel, 2011). The data used in this work derive from personal experiences of adults who
choose to self-identify using identity-first language, e.g. as disabled, LGBTQ+ adults.
3

Non-disabled scholars who are contributing to disability research should ask their participants, or relevant organizational
spokespersons about their preferred terminologies. If that is not possible, person-first language should be used (NCDJ Style
Guide, 2018).
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inseparable, neutral facet of an individual (Dunn & Andrews, 2015; Silvers, 2009).
While person-first language is widely utilized and accepted as the preferred method
of identification within some minority groups, such as autistic populations, not all
groups within disability culture are proponents of identity-first language.
Discrimination. Discrimination occurs when a person acts on prejudice, or a
preconceived opinion that is not based on reason or actual experience, by treating
someone differently. One type of discrimination is microaggressions, defined as
commonplace verbal, behavioral, or environmental events (Sue et al., 2007), or
educational, financial, political, and policy systems that convey hostile, negative, or
derogatory insults toward persons of marginalized status, directly due to that status
(Olkin et al., 2019). When that discrimination is systematized, pervasive, and unjust,
it is oppression, and when targeted at people with disabilities, it is ableism (2019).
Emergent disability scholarship considers ableism as an interconnected system that
functions within discursive, representational and relational processes that perpetuate
the abled/disabled binary and able-bodied privilege (Campbell, 2009; Goodley,
2017).
Gender Identity. Gender identity refers to “a person’s internal sense of being
masculine, feminine, androgynous, or neither. As such, it permits distinguishing
between transgender and cisgender individuals, a transgender person (as opposed to
cisgender) being one whose gender identity differs from (as opposed to matches)
her/his/their biological sex at birth,” (Park, 2017, p. 1). Because they differ to the
majority in terms of sexual orientation and gender identity, LGBT people are also
referred to as ‘sexual and gender minorities.’ It should be noted that, although these
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categories continue to be widely used, sexual orientation does not always appear in
such definable categories and, instead, exists on an unstable, fluid continuum
(American Psychological Association, 2012), and people perceived or described by
others as falling under the LGBTQ+ umbrella may identify in various ways
(D’Augelli, 1994).
LGBTQ+. LGBTQ+ is the non-exhaustive acronym for the spectrum of
sexual orientations and gender identities outside to encompass heterosexual
dynamics, including lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans*, and questioning/queer. Note,
LGBTQ+ people are defined with respect to two distinct characteristics: (1) sexual
orientation and (2) gender identity (OECD, 2019).
Passing. Passing, as described by a contributor of the GLBTQ Encyclopedia
Project, is defined as seeking or allowing oneself to be identified with a race, class,
or other social group to which one does not genuinely belong (Gianoulis, 2015, p. 1).
The reasons for passing can be as complex as the social structure, but passing has
most often occurred for reasons of economic security, such as increased access to
employment or housing; or physical safety, when exposing one's true identity might
attract violence; or for the avoidance of stigma (Gianoulis, 2015, p. 2).
Sexual Orientation. The Williams Institute describes sexual orientation as “a
person's capacity for profound emotional and sexual attraction to, and intimate and
sexual relations with opposite-sex individuals, same-sex individuals,” both oppositeand same-sex individuals, or neither depending on how a person may identify (Park,
2017, p.1). “Sexual orientation allows for differentiating between heterosexual,
lesbian, gay, bisexual, queer, and asexual orientations,” (2017).
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Social Media. Social media describes a catch-all term that refers to the set of
tools, applications, and services that enable people to interact with others using
Internet-based network technologies such as personal computers and smartphones
(Van der Graaf, 2015). Social media functions as metaphorical virtual meeting
places that introduce the exchange of media among users who are both producers
and consumers (Chandler & Munday, 2020). Social media includes the
popularization of weblogs and blogging, dynamic message boards, and virtual
communities, as well as popular social networking services such as Facebook,
Myspace, and Twitter, feature micro-blogging characteristics. It is to be noted that
within this document, the author uses the terms social media and social networking
sites (SNS), as understood within boyd and Ellison’s (2007) seminal framework,
interchangeably. Their definition holds that
web-based services that allow individuals to construct a public or semi-public
profile within a bounded system; articulate a list of other users with whom
they share a connection, and view and traverse their list of connections and
those made by others within the system. (p. 211)
Social Support. Social support is an all-encompassing term that can be
categorized into three types: emotional support, social support, and instrumental
support, or what others might refer to as informational support. Social support
obtained online describes the internet-facilitated receipt of both tangible and
intangible assistance from those in one’s social environment (Nick et al., 2018). Ryff
and Singer (2000) characterize social support as “a participatory process that
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involves nurturing relational exchanges with other individuals” (p. 96), primarily
individuals within shared intra-group populations.
Trans. Trans, more commonly known in the context of transgender identity,
is an umbrella term used to describe a spectrum of people’s various gender identities
that fall within a cross-gender identification from the sex they were assigned as at
birth. Some queer theorists and social scientists use trans* with the addition of a
typographical asterisk to represent “the expansiveness and constantly expanding
communities of trans* people,” leaning toward inclusivity for gender nonconforming and non-binary folks (Nicolazzo & Quaye, 2017, p. 169). However,
there have been critiques that the asterisk feels exclusionary towards gender nonconforming and non-binary folks because it enforces a binary expectation (transman/cisgender-man and trans-woman/cisgender-woman respectively) to “fill in the
blank” for man or woman (UCDaivis LGBTQIA Resource Center, 2019).
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Chapter Two: LGBTQ+ Disabled Young Adults: A Literature Review
Young Adults and Emerging Adulthood
U.S. culture recognizes young or emerging adults (between the ages of 18 to
29 years old) as living in a developmental stage of transition; according to social
psychologists, it is during this time where identity explorations typically occur
(Arnett, 2000; Arnett, 2015, Erikson, 1968). Previous research has shown that social
media plays a significant role in young people’s construction and negotiation of
identity, where social media functions as shared spaces that young people access to
virtually engage with their friends, and explore identity-related matters (Itō et al.,
2019). The online environment offers a locality where young people can test limits
in their social world, form their “social identity” and seek the approval of their peers
in the process. These elements heavily contribute to self-esteem and one’s sense of
self or “ego identity,” both of which are an essential element of psychosocial
development (Côté & Levine, 2002).
Erikson’s two types of identity – ego identity and cultural or social identity –
inform the psychosocial development of young people. Ego identity, to paraphrase,
Erikson refers to “a conscious sense of self as unique,” and “continuity of
experience,” and is an interdependent factor of social identity (Côté & Levine, 2002,
p. 94). Social identity “captures the extent to which there is a supportive community
that validates the identity and gives it strength” (Côté & Levine, 2002, p. 94). The
scholars explain that a “greater validation of social identity can nurture ego identity”
(2002, p. 94). In other words, having an abundance of close-knit, quality connections
make for a more secure and positive sense of self. Erikson precisely argues that the
“most obvious concomitants” of identity “are a feeling of being at home in one’s
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body,” a sense of “knowing where one is going, and an inner assuredness of
anticipated recognition from those who count” (Erikson, 1968, p. 165). A core
assumption recognized by formative scholars is that people’s subjective sense of
who they are is, to a significant degree, determined by the way they perceive and
define themselves within social groups (Levy et al., 2005 p. 200).
Recent sociocultural and technological shifts in industrialized societies,
however, have reshaped how and when young people find and join informal social
groups and carry out their psychosocial developments.
Unlike previous conceptions of identity and development, “it is no longer
normative for the late teens and early twenties to be a time of entering and settling
into long-term adult roles” (Arnett, 2000, p. 259). Instead, these years “are more
typically a period of frequent change and exploration” (Arnett, 2000, p. 259). Recent
cultural shifts have reshaped young people’s methods of socializing with one another
and exploring aspects of themselves. With the click of a button, young people can
fulfill a significant amount of their social needs online. Not only have the
mechanisms of engaging in social behaviors changed dramatically, but social trends
have also demonstrated that young people spend more time in states of exploration
and development throughout a later time in their lives compared to previous
generations. These changes establish a need to reconsider what constitutes a “young
adult” and “emerging adulthood.”
In an article published in Lancet Child and Adolescent Health, scholars
argued that adults do not mature until they are into their 30’s (Pasha-Robinson,
2018; BBC News, 2019). Lead author Professor Susan Sawyer (2018), affirms the
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change is due to delays in role transitions, including prolonged durations spent in
educational domains, and increased rates of individuals buying property, marrying,
and establishing families later in life than previous generations (Sawyer et al., 2018).
Furthermore, the understanding that adolescence encompasses 10–19 years of age
“dates from the mid-20th century, when patterns of adolescent growth and the timing
of role transitions were very different to modern patterns in many places” (2018, p.
223). The author maintains that the “contemporary patterns of adolescent growth and
popular understandings of this life phase has lifted its endpoint age well into the
twenties, occurring up to age 24,” (p. 223). Following this guidance, the age bracket
that would encompass emerging adulthood would surpass 29 years of age (Sawyer et
al., 2018, p. 223). To be clear, the researcher applies these considerations to her
research and thus refers to any person aged 18 and 30+/- as a young adult, and the
corresponding age range as young adulthood or emerging adulthood,
interchangeably.
During emerging adulthood, young people engage in new skills and
experiences, expand their social networks, and gain knowledge to inform their
worldview by interacting with multiple ecological, social systems (Arnett, 2013;
Arnett, 2015; Erikson, 1968). More relevant to this study is that emerging adults
experience increased opportunities for autonomy, identity exploration, and worldmaking as they reconcile between forging an independent self and maintaining
financial and social-emotional attachments to their family of origin (Arnett, 2014).
Corroborating these findings, Arnett’s (2014) Clark University Poll of Emerging
Adults shows that 77 percent of 18 to 29-year-olds somewhat or strongly agreed to
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the statement “This is a time of life for finding out who I really am,” while 83
percent of participants agreed with the statement, “This time of my life is full of
changes.” (Arnett, 2014). Generally speaking, emerging adulthood is a time of
opportunities and precarity, with the magnitude of each depending on the individual,
their socioeconomic and cultural environment, and their degree of resource access
(Schwartz et al., 2015).
Those with sufficient resources, including financial capital, positive selfimage and maturity, and robust social supports, are likely to be afforded and engage
in opportunities that elevate their potential and lead to a positive developmental
trajectory. Disproportionately vulnerable individuals, such as those who are
structurally disenfranchised by poverty, disjointed family systems and generational
trauma, minority identifications, or by chronic disease and disability, face secondary
challenges. These challenges often relate to identity and self-concept, illness
management, health complications, and limited experiential opportunities that result
in unmet social support and guidance (Houman & Stapley, 2013). As mentioned
later in this work, LGBTQ+ disabled young people in particular encounter fewer
social opportunities, particularly to learn about, and experience romantic
relationships in their immediate physical words. This population may also discover
that their family, peers, or other formal supports do not offer the acceptance and
nurturing they need (Rosario et al., 2013). The potential absence of these supports is
particularly troubling, as prior research confirms the benefits of receiving acceptance
from friends and family on health disparities like depression, and overall perceived
quality of life for minority individuals (Rosario et al., 2013; Ryan et al., 2010). In
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consequence, LGBTQ+ young people with disabilities may struggle to achieve the
developmental tasks of socialization and identity within the culturally expected
timeframe, to experience access-related hardships in various areas of their lives.

Social Media’s Current User Base: Young People
Global data shows that more than 3.5 billion people worldwide (Mohsin,
2020) or nearly half of the world’s population (46 to 49 percent) have active social
media accounts (Kemp, 2020). In the United States, social media users comprise 226
million people (Edison Research, & Triton Digital, 2020, p. 20). Data reporters
associate the elevated use of social media to the prevalence of smartphone
ownership, particularly within younger cohorts, and eased access to social media
technologies on mobile devices. Marilyn Mohsin (2020) author for the e-commerce
organization Oberlo speaks to this point:
Mobile possibilities for users are continually improving, which makes it
simpler by the day to access social media, no matter where you are. Most
social media networks are available as mobile apps or have been optimized
for mobile browsing, making it easier for users to access their favorite sites
while on the go. (paras. 2-3)
Recent data determines that adults between the ages of 18 and 29, known as
Millennials, make up the largest division of social media users, accounting for 90
percent of all users in the United States (Vogels, 2019). Evidencing Mohsin’s (2020)
claim above, 96 percent of individuals in this age group own a smartphone
(Anderson, 2019), and nearly all use their phones to access the Internet for social
media purposes (Ortiz-Ospina, 2019). Because millennials and “digital natives”
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(young people who have been around computers all their lives) have grown up with
unprecedented access to social media and media-enabled smartphones, the majority
of social media users remain steadily enmeshed in these technologies (Muir, 2017).
As Bates, Hobman, and Bell (2020) articulate, the young generation’s “immediate
and personalized mobile access to social media...accompanies them through all of
the environments they inhabit” in their day to day activities (p. 54)

Social Media Use and Associated Outcomes
Some literature suggests that SNS may be a “double-edged sword,” as it is
capable of both enabling people to express their thoughts and feelings, and
exacerbating existing psychological vulnerabilities (Keles et al., 2020, p. 80). On the
one hand, SNS use can foster a sense of community, increase the availability of
social support, and allow for inter-exchanges of information and connections with
like-minded others (Obst & Stafurik, 2010). On the other hand, some scholars
purport that heavy SNS use can manifest into the new phenomenon of “problematic
social media use.” Problematic social media use best depicts young people’s
engagement in social media in ways that undermine their wellbeing. Examples
include negative psychological outcomes (Flynn et al., 2018, p. 1), or encountering
social, school, or work difficulties (Marino et al., 2016). Some scholars argue that
outcomes such as depression, loneliness, anxiety, and decreased self-esteem exist
due to social networking site use, in addition to depression, which has become an
emergent concern among scholars (Lenhart et al., 2015). Other researchers have
suggested that problematic use is instead a consequence of other aspects of
psychological ill-being (Satici et al., 2014) and manifestations of existing adjustment
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problems (Martínez-Ferrer et al., 2018), and not the use itself. A substantial number
of studies show that engaging in social media use may either elicit protective factors
or increase a user’s predisposition to specific health or social-related vulnerabilities.
Though the evidence remains inconclusive, it is advantageous to know the
significant findings on each side of the debate.
Numerous empirical articles correlate high rates of social media use among
young adults with both depression and anxiety (Kuss & Griffiths, 2017; Labrague
2014; Murrieta et al., 2018; Wright et al., 2013). One systematic review of thirty
studies indicated that 16 percent of studies analyzed substantiated a positive but
small correlation between online social network engagement and depressive
symptoms, and included multiple caveats (Baker & Algorta, 2016). Seabrook et al. ’s
(2016) systematic review examined the relationship between SNS use and
depression and anxiety. The scholars determined similar findings of increased
symptoms of depression and anxiety, including negative interpersonal interactions,
frequent social comparisons, and other problematic behaviors, all of which social
media use was a contributing factor. However, Seabrook et al. (2016) addressed
many contra-indicatory findings and associations within their research.
Additional findings from Primack et al., (2017) conducted a nationally
representative sample of 1,787 U.S. adults aged 19–32 years old about their social
media habits perceptions of isolation. Their data suggest that young adults with high
social media engagement tend to feel more socially isolated than their counterparts
with lower social media usage (p. 7). Primack et al. reason that the “increased time
spent on social media may displace more authentic social experiences that might
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truly decrease social isolation,” but that “certain characteristics of the online milieu
may facilitate feelings of being excluded,” (2017, p. 6). The authors also pin the
perceived isolation increase to the fact that social media feeds are often highly
curated, only broadcasting users’ best moments, or the most socially desirable
aspects of one’s life (Madden et al., 2013). Exposure to such highly idealized
representations of others’ daily lives--although heavily manipulated--may trigger a
person’s innate drive to evaluate their progress and standing on various aspects of
their lives (Festinger, 1954). These responses, in turn, “elicit feelings of envy, or the
false belief that others lead happier and more successful lives” (Primack et al., 2017,
p. 6).
Research by Verduyn et al. (2017) found that passively using social network
sites provoked social comparisons and envy, which may have negative downstream
consequences for subjective wellbeing (p. 295). In contrast, the same study showed
that when active usage of social network sites predicts subjective wellbeing, it
creates social capital and stimulates feelings of social connectedness (p. 296). Their
findings suggest that active engagement is more likely to produce a positive
outcome. Passive browsing, in comparison, they argue, is more likely to produce a
negative outcome, perhaps due to the open exchange that occurs in active users
engagements versus the silent value judgments people form as they scroll through
someone’s social media feed.
On the contrary, oppositional data challenges these criticisms by highlighting
the benefits, such as findings that link increased social capital and reduced loneliness
to higher social networking site (SNS) use (Lee et al., 2013; Manago & Melton,
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2019). Scholars Lin et al. (2020) suggest that people who feel more socially
connected online may gravitate toward technical systems that reify those connections
and that using sites like Facebook allows people to reinforce distant and otherwise
fleeting relationships. The scholars offer the possibility that there may be a positive
feedback loop between a user’s engagement with the platform, and the perceived
benefits a user experiences (p. 4). Thus, the social networks young adults use may
facilitate the development of robust interpersonal connections.
Additional findings from a systematic review of qualitative data from Baker
and Algorta (2016) suggest that individuals experiencing positive social
relationships and interactions via Facebook are less likely to report depressive or
anxious symptoms. Reasons for these outcomes vary, though prior studies indicate
that young adults who are less comfortable with face-to-face interaction may prefer
social networking sites for communication because it may be less intimidating to
initiate social contact or express themselves (Barker, 2009; Indian & Grieve, 2014).
Supporting research from Grieve and Watkinson (2016) suggests that having others
acknowledge and validate one’s true self is associated with better psychological
health and that an individual can more readily express their true self can on
Facebook than in person (p. 420). More specifically, Grieve and Watkinson’s (2016)
study asserted that better coherence between the true self and the Facebook self was
associated with better social connectedness and less stress.
The research from scholars cited previously (Seabrook et al., 2016; Verduyn
et al., 2017) shows how some users may engage in social media in ways that may be
harmful. However, Berryman et al. (2017) argue that many findings significantly
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“differ from much of the warning-focused public dialogue” (2017, p. 308).
Interestingly, research from Berryman, Ferguson, and Negy (2017) found no
indications supporting the claim that social media use is predictive of impaired
mental health functioning (p. 308). Berryman et al. (2017) suggest how one uses
social media may be more crucial than mere exposure, supporting the evidence in
Verduyn et al’s (2017) dually contradicting findings.
While social media-related risks undeniably exist for young adult Internet
users, non-heterosexual, disabled young adult’s offline social environments are also
often fraught with risks that prohibit safe disclosure of their disability, or sexual and
gender identity. Compared to non-minority counterparts, sexual minorities with
disabilities experience an increased risk of rejection, as well as verbal, physical, and
sexual victimization, both in and outside of the home. These vulnerabilities
contribute to clinical concerns such as substance use, depression, post-traumatic
stress, and elevated suicidality (Craig & McInroy, 2013; Craig et al., 2015). These
challenges emphasize the potential benefit of Internet communication technologies
for minority adults. For many emerging and young adults, engaging in social media
use affords opportunities for self-exploration, relationship building, and expressional
freedom that outweigh potential dangers. As many of the cited cases reveal, it is not
the act of engaging in media itself that is harmful, but the methods and motives for
utilizing online spaces (Naslund et al., 2016).
Social Media for Social Support and Identity Construction
Since its inception, research on Web-based communications, like blogs,
forums, and social networking platforms, has remarkably increased. Scholarship in
the field has given rise to a profound understanding of the way technologies have
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altered contemporary communication practices. The latest progressions in this area
have led to a wealth of digital environments through which everyday people
construct and negotiate identities through multimodal, web- and text-based tools.
Social networking technologies have distilled "the structural and functional
characteristics of mass/interpersonal/peer communication" that are typically
observed in real-time exchanges, making them achievable through immediately
available and widely adopted interfaces (Walther et al., 2010, p. 17). Social media
remains a unique dimension of social communication; it facilitates the production
and consumption of user-generated content, provides public locations for social
commentary and discursive dialogues, and allows people to connect to close and
distanced others. Users can engage in the platforms and with others through various
means--sharing photos and videos, responding to users' content, keeping tabs on
loved ones' goings-on by "following" their profile, and uploading content of their
own. On Facebook, individuals can also form connections by participating in mutual
groups, and privately communicating with users in real-time through Facebook’s
direct messaging feature. The degree to which most of these functions remain public
resides in the user's discretion, which satisfies the motives of users who want
unbridled autonomy, but on their terms: young and emerging adults.
Social networking technologies offer modernized ways to explore and
express social relationships and identity, in a context unfamiliar to that of prior
generations (Lijadi & Schalkwyk, 2017). The ubiquity and omnipresence of social
media platforms within young and emergent adult's lives currently function, in part,
as venues to fulfill vital developmental tasks that readily surface during this
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evolutionary stage (Arnett, 2014; Davis & Weinstein, 2017; Erikson, 1968). Social
media remain indispensable to emerging and young adult demographics; they
support the actualization of an independent sense of self and provide channels for
peer-based socialization. Through low-risk locales, users can carry out impression
management (Hall et al., 2013) and self-presentation (Gonzales & Hancock, 2011)
tactics. Users can explore identity-related curiosities, facilitate dimensions of selfexpression through curated media sharing, seek interpersonal social supports, or
pursue romantic connections, for example, all of which are central to the
psychosocial and identity-related demands of young and emerging adulthood
(Arnett, 2000; boyd, 2007; boyd, 2014; Davis & Weinstein, 2017).
All the while, these activities can be accomplished while preserving varying
degrees of anonymity, mediating personal self-disclosure, and curating one's selfpresentation. To this end, social media platforms function in ways similar to the
ascent of online forums, chat rooms, message boards, and Instant Messaging
technologies of the late 90's and early 2000's--providing numerous developmental
opportunities for young and emerging adults. What is distinguishing about modern
SNS is the “scale and scope” with which social media has become an enmeshed part
of people's daily lives (Orsatti & Riemer, 2015, p. 1I). Orsatti and Riemer (2015)
maintain that it is against this backdrop that identity and sociality emerge as central
concepts for understanding the application, characteristics, and significance of social
media (see “Theorizations of Social Identity”).
LGBTQ+, Disabled Identity Intersections
LGBTQ+ adults and people with disabilities encounter many of the same
socioeconomic and psychosocial disadvantages (Disability Rights Education &
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Defense Fund ((DREDF), 2018). However, the experiences of LGBTQ+ disabled
adults remain excluded from national datasets and individual empirical
examinations, which make learning about their experiences an ongoing challenge
(Healthy People 2020 Database, 2019; Perez, 2014). National research projects tend
to operationalize structural characteristics like race, socioeconomic status, and
gender as independent variables to measure thematic patterns and differences across
groups. These determinations position sexual identity and disability as distinct
factors of the individual, rather than collective group attributes--effectively rendering
disabled LGBTQ+ individuals invisible (Nakkeeran & Nakkeeran, 2018). Not only
is there a dearth of empirical data about LGBTQ+ adults, and adults with disabilities
as independent categories, studies are even less likely to view LGBTQ+ and disabled
identities as concurrent identity intersections, especially within the social and
behavioral sciences. Concomitantly, research on LGBTQ+ disabled young people
and their use of social media remains vastly underexplored.
Determining the exact percentages of LGBTQ+ identified individuals, and
disabled adults globally remain challenging for a multitude of reasons, such as
reservations in identity disclosure, locational exclusion, and varied understandings of
LGBTQ+ and disabled connotations across different cultural groups. What the data
reveals within the United States, however, is that LGBTQ+ adults and adults with
disabilities account for a significant portion of the population. Public health data
demonstrates an estimated 4.5 percent of the adult population in the United States, or
roughly 11.4 million people–identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender,
according to a recent analysis of polling data from The Williams Institute at the
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UCLA School of Law (The Williams Institute, 2019). Similarly, one in four adults,
or 61 million Americans, have a disability that impacts major life activities, as
illustrated in the latest estimates from the CDC’s Morbidity and Mortality Weekly
Report (Okoro et al., 2018).
Throughout history, LGBTQ+ individuals and people with disabilities have
encountered, and continue to endure, parallel adversities. The dominant culture tends
to identify non-normative individuals solely based on their embodied identity
intersections—their gender identity and presentation of disability--while subjecting
them to humiliation and indignity in the process of identifying them. At the same
time, the cis-gender and heteronormative population’s refusal to accept LGBTQ+
disabled individuals as “regular” members of society push people in LGBTQ+ and
disability communities to their margins either physically, or in terms of social
visibility (Nakkeeran & Nakkeeran, 2018). Individuals with disabilities and nonheteronormative identity face a paradoxical reality of being both hyper-visible
(intense scrutiny), and invisible (social exclusion) in society. Reddy (1998)
illustrates this invisible-hyper-visible conundrum in her seminal work on normative
whiteness:
Whiteness and heterosexuality seem invisible, transparent, to those who are
white and/or heterosexual; they are simply norms. In contrast, whiteness
makes itself hyper-visible to those who are not white, much as
heterosexuality forces itself upon the consciousnesses of gays and lesbians.
And one way that these constructs reinforce their invisibility to those who
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benefit from them is precisely through this hypervisibility to those who do
not. (Reddy, 1998, p. 55)
Due to their stigmatized and devalued status, LGBTQ+ and disabled
individuals face various forms of violence: social labeling, isolation, stereotyping, as
well as bullying and discrimination. These outcomes exacerbate identity repression
and simultaneously reinforce social distancing for those who are courageous enough
to express their identity--as well as those who do not have the option to conceal their
identity. Such processes, reinforced by Western ethnocentrism, categorize LGBTQ+,
and disabled adults as “Other,” (Conover & Israel, 2019).
LGBTQ+ Identity in the United States
The social climate in the United States has dramatically transformed within
the last decade, indicating more tolerance for people with non-normative identity and
orientation expressions in specific contexts (Duncan et al., 2019). For instance,
political changes in the number of people who accept same-sex marriages rose from
31 percent in 2004 to 61 percent in 2019, according to polling data (Pew Research
Center, 2019). Additionally, according to the 2013 Pew Survey of Americans, 93
percent of LGBT individuals believed “society is becoming more accepting” of their
sexual orientation. Overall, favorability expected to increase (Pew Research Center,
2013a). However, 2018 Accelerating Acceptance Index, a national survey among
U.S. adults conducted by The Harris Poll on GLAAD’s behalf, saw an erosion in
LGBTQ+ acceptance from 53 percent in 2017 to 45 percent in 2018 (The Harris Poll
& GLAAD, 2019). Among the most recent findings, 36 percent of young people said
they were uncomfortable learning a family member was LGBTQ+ in 2019,
compared with 29 percent in 2017 (The Harris Poll & GLAAD, 2019). Though the
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Index reports that the drop in LGBTQ+ acceptance remains unchanged overall, a
growing number of young people ages 18-34 report being less comfortable around
LGBTQ people (The Harris Poll & GLAAD, 2019). These findings are particularly
alarming, as it is this age group that society often regards as the most tolerant.
A comprehensive study about the experiences of 1,197 LGBT adults in the
United States confirmed that four in ten people had been rejected at some point in
their lives by a family member or close friend because of their sexual orientation or
gender identity (Taylor, 2013). Thirty percent state that they were a victim of
physical violence because of their sexual orientation, and 58 percent reported being
the target of slurs or jokes about homosexuality, and many reported discriminations
in the workplace (Taylor, 2013). It is important to note that it was only as recently as
2013 that the 4th edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders characterized gender non-conforming identities as illness under the
pathology of Gender Identity Disorder (GID) (Byne et al., 2018). The diagnosis has
since been re-labeled as Gender Dysphoria in the most recent edition of the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual. However, its presence remains a complex and
highly contested event. Opponents who reject the inclusion of Gender Dysphoria in
the DSM-5 argue that the diagnosis unfairly pigeonholes human differences as
human disease. That is, the existence of the diagnosis within the DSM-5, an
internationally renowned reference and authority on diagnosing mental disorders,
likens non-normative identity configurations to psychological dysfunctions. Often,
this pathology occurs despite any diagnostically credible evidence of life-interfering
distress in the individual.
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Furthermore, if transgender and other LGBTQ+ people do happen to present
with symptoms of distress, the distress is generally a manifestation of shame (Greene
& Britton, 2012). According to Budden (2009), the shame response encapsulates
“the painful self-consciousness of, or anxiety about, negative judgment, unwanted
exposure, inferiority, failure, and defeat,” (p. 1033). Sexual minority populations
experience shame as a consequence of society’s outright dismissal and lack of
acceptance for all “atypical” gender and sexuality configurations (Greene & Britton,
2012). Shame is the product of social derision, biased experiences, physical
intimidation, and damaging cultural messages, and it remains a core element within
studies of LGBTQ+ identity formation and development (Sedgwick, 2009). Adding
the compounding effects of disability positions individuals at greater risk and
vulnerability.

Disabled and Ill Identity in the United States
Public attitudes about and experiences of people with disabilities vary per
context, disability type, and interceding social factors. While it is impossible to
provide an in-depth view on every disability and corresponding data within this
document, a few studies lend a basic overview about social distancing within
perceptions of disability, and the discriminatory experiences of people with
disabilities. Barr and Bracchitta (2014) studied the attitudes toward people with
disabilities based on three broad, general groupings: developmental disability,
behavioral disability, and physical disability. People had the most contact with
individuals with physical disabilities, and the most negative attitudes toward
individuals with developmental disabilities (Barr & Bracchitta, 2014, p. 231).
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Contact with individuals with behavioral disabilities was the best predictor of
positive attitudes toward all disability types (Barr & Bracchitta, 2014). Different
research from Huskin, Reiser-Robbins, and Kwon (2018) revealed that some people
might be more hesitant to interact with people based on visual manifestations of and
stigmatizing ideas about specific disability types (p. 54). Their data suggests the
general public tend to enact the greatest social distance toward individuals with
HIV/AIDS, mental illness, intellectual disability, and autism, respectively (2018, p.
59). Both of these findings match the early findings of Westbrook et al. (1993),
which indicated that the most stigmatized disabilities tend to be those that are most
visible, those that involve mental functioning, and disability presentations in which
the affected individual is seen as liable for their condition, such as in the case of
mental health diagnoses.
LGBTQ+ people and disabled adults disproportionately encounter social
distancing, discrimination, and victimization from both peers and adults (Krahn et
al., 2015); many feel discriminated against and invisible not only within society but
within their own already marginalized communities (Kronfeld, 2018; Patterson et al.,
2015). Internet technologies provide minority adults a way to cope with the
inequities they experience by finding comfort in interacting with others online (Craig
et al., 2015).
Social Media: LGBTQ+ Populations
The landscape of LGBTQ+ populations in the United States has undergone
numerous changes in the past several decades. Within the past ten years, LGBTQ+
people have experienced fluctuations in social acceptance (The Harris Poll &
GLAAD, 2019), and a rapid decline in the number and types of LGBTQ+-specific
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venues, including gay bars, nightclubs, and bookstores (Simon Rosser et al., 2008).
As such, LGBTQ+ people have taken to online platforms to connect with others and
navigate and explore various parts of their identities (Gross, 2003; Gross, 2004).
Social media technologies in particular, which span from contemporary venues like
Facebook, Instagram, Reddit, and Tumblr, to traditional media like blogs, forums,
and message boards, perform various socio-cultural and developmental functions for
LGBTQ+ people, culture and communities (Duguay, 2014; Haimson, 2018; Kuper
& Mustanski, 2014). In a nationally representative survey of 1,197 people, 80
percent of self-identifying LGB individuals reported using and connecting to others
through SNSs. An additional 55 percent reported that they had met new LGBT
friends by connecting online (Pew Research Center, 2013a). Among emerging adult
populations specifically, 90 percent of all adults aged 18 to 29 and 89 percent of
LGB self-identified adults in the same age bracket have used social networking sites
and various social media platforms to connect with others online (Pew Research
Center, 2013a). Similar findings of LGBTQ+ youth indicate they are active social
media users as the platforms help “reduce distress and refute stereotypes” or
negative perceptions about themselves and their identity (Hanckel & Morris, 2014,
p. 3). Additional research from Duguay (2016) suggests social media provides young
people with opportunities to share stories of similar experiences, access sexualityrelevant information, and experiment in the presentation of one’s self to the rest of
the world.
Social media provides minority individuals the opportunity to confidentially
search for information about LGBTQ+ identity and form meaningful connections
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with others online when offline possibilities are limited (Bates, Hobman & Bell,
2020). Evidence from previous studies confirms that young adults are more likely to
discuss socially taboo ideas or explore information on stigmatized topics online
(Pingel & Thomas et al., 2013) due to diminished risk with navigating anonymously.
Online, individuals can initiate intimate relationships, locate sex partners, learn
about safe same-sex sexual behavior, sexual health promotion, and orientation
identity (Pingel & Bauermeister et al., 2013). Venues that enable individuals to
navigate anonymously may be particularly significant to LGBTQ+ people who may
not be comfortable discussing sensitive matters, like sexual health, with parents or
friends. It may bring additional benefit to individuals whose sexual health needs may
exist outside of traditional heterosexual sex education curriculums. To this point is
the case of 19-year-old Anthony, a gay male quoted in Gray’s (2009) study about
young LGBTQ+ adults who use online technologies for various purposes. Anthony
stated:
I definitely think online is probably the best way [to get real information] …
because books and stuff are usually like fiction...you get a story but it's not
real, whereas online you can learn so much… I think online is way more-it
gives you way more information; you can search up anything you want; you
can go and look up [information from] different countries even… (p. 101)
Additional findings from Craig and McInroy (2014) confirm that minority
young people tend to disclose information more openly when interacting with others
who exist outside of their offline social circle (Kanuga & Rosenfeld, 2004).
Research shows individuals favor this approach due to anonymity, reduced risk of
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receiving stigmatizing attitudes from peers, and decreased fear and inhibition due to
social distance (Ma et al., 2016).
Access to social media platforms may be additionally beneficial for people
who live in conservative socio-political climates environments that limit the
possibility of openly exploring identity-related matters. For some, asking vulnerable
questions and experimenting with embodiments of their identity would generate
social ostracization and compromise safety. For instance, members of various
ethnic/racial backgrounds may receive messages that being LGBTQ+ is
unacceptable within their community or culture (Higa et al., 2012). Negative
perceptions may be in part due to the particular value assumptions and agreements
established within specific ethnic-specific or religious populations, which often
result in increased levels of internalized homophobia (Harper et al., 2004; Harper et
al., 2016). To avoid being ostracized, they may connect with others, and answer their
identity curiosities online.
Gray’s (2009) data from nineteen months of ethnographic fieldwork in rural
Kentucky evidences this with the case of Brandon, a college-aged, bisexual, African
American male. Brandon used the Internet as what he referred to as his “gay outlet”
(p. 1178). Gray (2009) explained how Brandon struggled to reconcile his sexual
desires, which he viewed as threatening to the bonds he shared with family and
friends, and oppositional to his leadership position at school (p. 1178). Going online
allowed Brandon to explore the intricacies of his identity during a time when coming
out to family felt irreconcilable with his established identity as a young, well-liked,
progressive Black student (p. 1179). Brandon shared:
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...I found websites about political stuff… there was a whole world of people
talking about being bisexual… well, not as many people talking about that
but at least I could see [emphasis added] places that were for people like
me… this was my gay outlet… I could read personals, stories about people
my age telling their parents about their feelings… I could even find rooms
for chatting with people living near my hometown! (2009, p. 1178)
Seemingly, the Internet is a crucial resource for young adults. It is
particularly vital to those who cannot explore their identity offline--due to lack of
“gay spaces,” or owning another significantly marginalized identity that would make
coming out an extreme risk.
Online technologies like social media remain an affordance for people of
religious groups who may not approve of LGBTQ+ people due to the tenets of their
religion, or personal cultural perceptions. Etengoff and Rodriguez’s study suggested
gay men from Christian and Orthodox Jewish backgrounds used online
communications more frequently (61 percent) than religious supports such as prayer
or religious counseling (34 percent) to make sense of their coming-out process
(2016). For young minority individuals, navigating online serves as a protective
factor, allowing individuals to cultivate a sexual minority identity online when their
offline lives may require them to present as heterosexual or limit their identity
presentation in some way (Hillier & Harrison, 2007). Sexuality and gender diverse
young people additionally value online information to locate professionals who
identified as allies, resulting in higher consistency and patient engagement (Sawesi
et al., 2016; Robards et al., 2019, p. 7). LGBTQ+ people may benefit from
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communicating and learning through Internet technologies to achieve identityspecific information needs. A similar reality exists for individuals who embody an
LGBTQ+ identity in addition to added minority markers (Miller, 2017) such as
LGBTQ+ people with disabilities or chronic health conditions.
Social Media: Illness & Disability Populations
A study by Pew Research examining Internet use and health revealed that 59
percent of adult Americans, or 80 percent of Internet users had accessed disabilityspecific or health-related information online (Fox, 2011). In a more recent Pew
Research survey, one in four adults, or 24 percent of users reported that they turned
to others who had the same health condition during their last bout with illness.
Twenty-six percent had followed someone else’s health journey online, and 16
percent of Internet users reported going online to find others who might share the
same health concerns in the last year (Fox & Duggan, 2013). However, the
experiences of disabled and chronically ill individuals have yet to be fully
understood.
Much of the social sciences literature about disabled and chronically ill
adults’ use of social media are positioned within contexts of risk-prevention or focus
on specific experiences of online learning, or young adult college students (Kimbal
et al., 2018; Miller, 2017). However, research from technology and communicationoriented scholars on people with disabilities and chronic health conditions who use
assorted technologies, including social media, overwhelmingly demonstrate that by
modern social media technologies and SNSs may be emancipatory tools for disabled
and chronically ill people. That is, digital environments may provide venues for
individuals with disabilities and life-limiting conditions, who experience various
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access limitations, to expand their social circle. Emerging technologies allow
individuals to engage with others in new ways that promote social relationships, and
strengthen self-determination, independence, participation, and overall quality of
life. Furthermore, social media offers individuals affected by illness a solution for
health management by means of enabling specialized access to health information,
as well as social support, and other psychosocial benefits (Frost & Massagli, 2008;
Househ et al., 2014).
Darcy and colleagues (2016) studied the effects of a mobile technologybased application on people with various disabilities. Their results matched data
previously identified by researchers in the field, indicating the potential for people
with disabilities to engage in technology to promote independence and enhance
disability citizenship. More specifically, participants revealed that the mobile
platform provided opportunities to express identity, personality, individuality, and
uniqueness. Furthermore, the technology functioned as venues for entertainment—
music, photography, messaging interfaces, but also facilitated participants’ narrative
identities, which some participants used as conversation starters.
Viluckienė and Ruškus (2017) analyzed national survey data to identify the
perceived online social capital among adults with and without disabilities in
Lithuania. Their research suggested that participation in SNSs by people with
physical and sensory disabilities leads to stronger social capital compared to nondisabled SNS users. For clarity, Steinfeld, Ellison and Lampe (2008) described
social capital as the benefits a person receives from their relationships with other
people, at an individual and community level. Viluckienė and Ruškus’s (2017)
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research explicitly showed greater affective/evaluative dimensions of social capital.
The scholars applied the values of affective/evaluative capital expressed by the UN
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) (United Nations,
2007) relating this particular online capital to dignity, autonomy and valuable
participation in community life. More significantly, their data indicated that social
networking platforms are of greater use and value to people with disabilities than
those without, and that people with physical disabilities receive the most benefit.
Viluckienė and Ruškus (2017) reason that the higher use and efficacy of social
media among people with physical disabilities may be due to individuals’ limited
mobility, and the affordance of online interfaces to transcend environmental and
geographical barriers. Broadly speaking, their research shows that people with
disabilities can use SNS to “establish connections, contacts, and participate in
dialogues according to their interests,” (2017, p. 400). Their findings are consistent
with prior research from Obst and Stafurik (2010) and Shpigelman and Gill (2014),
both of which indicated that engaging in social media platforms can enhance
disabled people’s sense of social belonging, and facilitate social supportive networks
for receiving moral support and advice, particularly through participating in
disability-specific communities on the Internet.
Research from Pacheco, Yoong, and Lips (2017) on the use of social media
by young people ages 18-24 with varying degrees of vision impairment who were
transitioning to university life showed that information and communication
technologies played an enabling role by mitigating transition-related stressors.
Participants described how they used social networking sites as mechanisms to
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“enable impairment compensation,” (p. 4). Elements in impairment compensation
included accessing information, facilitating communication, assisting learning,
arranging and sustaining support, increasing collaboration, and achieving social
connection and participation. For instance, mobile technologies made it easier for
individuals to connect with others who faced challenges and turning points related to
the academic system, which facilitated socialization and collective empowerment. In
specific, the digital interface and interactive online tools within social media sites
allowed them to post questions, start group discussions and get feedback from other
students who were also concerned and/or had some knowledge about particular
academic tasks. In this way, individuals used social media to self-advocate in the
academic environment and share in the experiences of others encountering similar
adversities.
Furthermore, participants also used social media to maintain existing
relationships as well as build new connections. Pacheco et al. (2017) indicate:
meeting new people at university was a difficult task for most participants,
who felt isolated, especially at the beginning of the academic trimester. For
them, making new friends was perceived as the way to fulfil their need for
socialization and to receive support and information regarding academic
matters. (p. 9)
It is important to note that the participants indicated a preference for face-to-face
communication but explained that social media was an entry point to offline
interactions. It was a way to connect with friends to make plans, as well as
coordinate with particular faculty and staff in ways that were less physically
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demanding. Though this study was oriented to the academic environment and
university learning, the study demonstrates how ICT and specifically social media
helped them navigate the complexities of their disability in ways that can be applied
to other contexts.
Obst and Stafurik’s (2010) research on the sense of community gained
through involvement in disability-specific spaces online shows that online spaces
can be effective avenues for social connection and social support for individuals with
a physical disability (2010, p. 525). Their data shows that going online renders high
levels of moral support and that the amount of time spent online helps determine
how connected people feel to other disabled people online (2010, p. 529). More than
60 percent of people in the study reported spending at least two hours a week online
with other disabled people, primarily through forums (2010, p. 529). The data also
suggests that feeling a sense of community produces higher levels of subjective
wellbeing in the areas of personal relations and personal growth (2010, p. 530). In
general, the study provides evidence that belonging to a broader online community
of relatable others can positively augment wellbeing and can support feelings of
belongingness (p. 530). These findings align with observations from other scholars,
such as Raver et al., (2018). Raver and colleagues' (2018) research indicates that
when a person with a disability experiences a positive disability identity, as defined
by embodying a positive sense of self, and feeling an affinity for, connection to, or
solidarity with, the disability community (Dunn & Burcaw, 2013), they
simultaneously experience “a sense of belonging” (2018, p. 159). Holding a positive
self-concept as it relates to disability, or what Dunn and Burcaw (2013) refer to as “a
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coherent disability identity,” is believed to help individuals adapt to their condition,
including navigating related social stresses and daily hassles (p. 148). Scholars also
link a coherent disability identity to reduced symptomologies of anxiety and
depression in certain disability formations (Bogart, 2015).
Aside from online and digital technology use within diverse disability
populations, it is additionally common for individuals with chronic disease to take
advantage of social media to engage in shared experiences and source conditionspecific information to aid in their health management (Fox, 2011). Various
published papers on online social media and health have shown beneficial qualities
to individuals living with chronic health conditions (Eysenbach et al., 2004; Lee &
Cho, 2018; Walton et al., 2017; Yoo et al., 2014). For instance, Merolli et al., (2015)
studied the online behaviors of individuals with chronic pain to assess the
therapeutic affordances of social media on patients’ self-reported health outcomes.
For clarity, the scholars defined social media as “online community platforms that
allow users to connect and share interests and/or activities,” (Merolli et al., 2015, p.
14). Their results found that individuals with chronic pain reported improved
psychological wellbeing from using SNSs. Participants indicated being able to feel
more “enjoyment of life” and that social media increased their “relationships with
other people.” Merolli et al’s findings confirm several other studies (Frost &
Massagli, 2008; Greene et al., 2011; Househ et al., 2014; van Uden-Kraan et al.,
2008) that have reported improved psychological and social outcomes from social
media engagement.
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Individuals with severe mental illness are increasingly turning to popular
social media, including Facebook, Twitter, or YouTube, to share their illness
experiences or seek advice from others with similar health conditions (Naslund et al.,
2016). People with serious mental illness report benefits from interacting with peers
online from greater social connectedness, feelings of group belonging, and by
sharing personal stories and strategies for coping with day-to-day challenges of
living with a mental illness.
Findings from Naslund et al., (2016) on the online experiences of people with
serious mental illness showed that people who engaged with others through online
support networks experienced decreased feelings of isolation, and declines in selfstigma (Naslund et al., 2016). More specifically, participants cited feeling “greater
social connectedness and belonging” and viewed “sharing personal stories and
strategies for coping with day-to-day challenges,” as beneficial to their everyday
lives (Naslund et al., 2016, p. 3). The results from Naslund et al. (2016) confirms
findings from the Pew Research Center, which suggests having access to information
curated by peers remains a significant supplement for people with chronic mental
and physical health conditions (Fox, 2012). “Just as significantly, once people begin
learning from others online about how to cope with their illnesses,” Susannah Fox,
associate director at the Pew Research Center states, “they join the conversation and
also share what they know,” (Pew Research Center, 2013b).
Much to the experiences of individuals with mental health conditions seeking
support online, research indicates that social support provides a buffer for minority
individuals dealing with life stress (Trujillo et al., 2016). Increased social support
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can mediate one’s psychological and physiological threat response (Hornstein &
Eisenberger, 2017), which helps alleviate the intensity of mental health symptoms in
adults (Alloway, & Bebbington, 1987). People who receive supportive messages
online experience psychosocial benefits, including improved affect, positive
reappraisal, and enhanced perceptions of their stressors (MacGeorge et al., 2011).
Online networks, including SNSs, provide opportunities for individuals with mental
health and disability-related challenges to access various types of support, including
advice, emotional comfort, esteem boosts, and strengthened networks, all of which
facilitate positive mental health outcomes, coping, and resilience (Oh, 2013).
These cases provide evidence toward social media as critical for minorities
who experience differential access to healthcare and social support networks
(Gonzales et al., 2016). The Internet, and more specifically social media is an
innovative, effective method for young people with disabilities to socially engage
despite restrictive social and locational elements, and other factors that hinder equal
social access.
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Chapter Three: Research Composition
Methodology
The researcher chose a qualitative design using an online survey to
understand the experiences of LGBTQ+ disabled young adults who use social media
for various social purposes. The benefit of using web-based qualitative data was
pivotal to hearing the first-hand accounts of young people’s experiences and
examining the meanings of experiences from the perspective of the group by asking
open-ended questions. Prior methodological inquiries show that employing online
research technologies have been useful for encouraging research participation of
groups which are hidden, hard to reach, and vulnerable (Henrickson, 2007). The
online survey approach allowed for maximum diversity and worldview by making
participation accessible despite location; the researcher aimed to prioritize
inclusivity and meet the various needs of the participants by designing the survey in
a way that was accessible through multimodal platforms. Though a survey design
may obscure complexities compared to other modalities, like interviews, for
example, they nevertheless play a crucial role in demonstrating empirically
overarching outcomes of inequality for particular groups of people (Moodley &
Graham, 2015). Survey data can be particularly significant in domains where
preexisting data is scarce or not available. The data reflected a range of experiences
and responses cited in similar research projects, and the online interface provided an
ability to access a population that would be otherwise difficult to reach and interview
(White & Dorman, 2001). The uniformity of belonging to a self-identified LGBTQ+
disabled population and utilizing social media for purposes of identity construction
and social support formed the basis of this population with enough variation to allow
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for differing opinions and various angles. The qualitative aspect of this research
helps generate an overall snapshot of the experiences, feelings, and worldview of a
specific community--and in the case of this work, LGBTQ+ disabled young people,
while also allowing room to unpack differing perspectives within the group.

Positionality and Rigor of the Study
The Role of The Researcher
The researcher describes her epistemological position in the study as follows:
Data derived from the perspectives of people that are LGBTQ+ and disabled per
their own self-identification. Due to the survey-based nature of the research
instrument, the researcher did not engage with the participants to directly collect the
data. However, the researcher has a tangential, distanced relationship with the
sample due to her orientation as an emerging adult who self- identifies as queer and
disabled, situating her within LGBTQ+ populations, and disabled populations.
While it is problematic to dilute the unique experiences of LGBTQ+
individuals into a single story or propose that LGBTQ+ individuals belong to a
singular and homogenous community, “for many oppressed groups, the experience
of commonality is largely the commonality of their difference from, and oppression
by, the dominant culture” (Gross, 1991, p. 117). Individuals may not share a
collective identity, given the multitude of factors that contextualize individuals’
experiences of coming out. However, in the prevailing culture, hegemonic power
structures dictate the social positioning of LGBTQ+ disabled people, which
generates a common reality of marginalization for LGBTQ+ disabled people (Gross,
1991). The researcher endures comparable trials due to her intersecting identities.
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Thus, she can pinpoint relatable details in individuals’ experiences and her own. The
proximity of researcher’s experiences to participants’ experiences lend themselves to
an essential element within phenomenological research, according to Moustakas
(1994) cited by Creswell (2007):
The type of problem best suited for [phenomenological] research is one in
which it is important to understand several individuals’ common or shared
experiences of a phenomenon. It would be important [for the researcher] to
understand these common experiences in order to develop practices or
policies or to develop a deeper understanding of the features of the
phenomenon. (p. 76)
Moreover, the researcher has a degree of academic knowledge in the fields of
Social Work, Sociology, Women and Gender Studies, and Social Justice. The
researcher’s position as an individual who meets the same demographic qualities of
those included in the study, combined with her various knowledge in addition to
gaps in current literature, underpins the motivations for this work.
Rigor of The Study
An ever-present challenge of qualitative research involves the concern of
demonstrating trustworthiness and rigor of the work, or “truth value” (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985, p. 290). While many frameworks and ideas exist about which strategies
determine the rigor of phenomenological research, the researcher employed the
widely cited and acclaimed research criterion proposed by Lincoln and Guba (1985)
for purposes of merit and credibility. The researcher employed Guba and Lincoln’s
(1985) “trustworthiness guidelines” based on the vast bodies of research that utilize
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their framework. The scholars possess a broadly accepted distinction among social
science researchers, thus inferring the credibility of their methodological
configuration. To this point, Polkinghorne (2007) asserted that “validity is a function
of intersubjective judgements” and thus depends on “a consensus within a
community” to hold merit (p. 474). Answering to Polkinghorne’s (2007) statement is
Guba and Lincoln’s (1985) model, which continue to outrank various systems and
approaches social scholars have offered to appraise efficacy and validity within
qualitative studies (Loh, 2013).
Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) dimensions of trustworthiness parallel each of the
four rigor dimensions of quantitative methods. The criteria which include credibility,
transferability, dependability, and confirmability, may be foundational to qualitative
research because, “they respond to the foundations of conventional scientific
research,” (Lincoln, 2007, para 1.). Table 1. Guba & Lincoln’s (1985)
Trustworthiness Criteria explain their criteria. The strategies the scholars offer as
methods to achieve each of the quality criteria describe Table 2. Guba & Lincoln’s
(1985) Techniques to Achieve Criteria.
Table 1. Guba & Lincoln's (1985) Trustworthiness Criteria
Quality Criteria

Definition of Quality Criteria

Credibility

The confidence that can be placed in the truth of the research
findings. Credibility establishes whether the research findings
represent plausible information drawn from the participants’ original
data and is a correct interpretation of the participants’ original
views.

Transferability

The degree to which the results of qualitative research can be
transferred to other contexts or settings with other respondents. The
researcher facilitates the transferability judgment by a potential user
through thick description.

Dependability

The stability of findings over time. Dependability involves
participants’ evaluation of the findings, interpretation and
recommendations of the study such that all are supported by the
data as received from participants of the study.
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Confirmability

The degree to which the findings of the research study could be
confirmed by other researchers. Confirmability is concerned with
establishing that data and interpretations of the findings are not
figments of the inquirer’s imagination, but clearly derived from the
data. Reflexivity The process of critical self-reflection about oneself
as researcher (own biases, preferences, preconceptions), and the
research relationship (relationship to the respondent, and how the
relationship affects participant’s answers to questions).

Correspondent to the definitions provided above are strategies to achieve the quality
criteria set forth by Guba and Lincoln (1985).
Table 2. Guba & Lincoln's (1985) Techniques to Achieve Criteria
Criteria

Techniques to Achieve Criteria

Page Source

Prolonged engagement

(p. 301-304)

Persistent observation

(p. 304-305)

Triangulation (sources, methods, investigators)

(p. 305-307)

Peer debriefing

(p. 308-309)

Negative case analysis

(p. 309-313)

Referential adequacy (archiving of data)

(p. 313-314)

Member checks

(p. 314-316)

Transferability
(external validity)

Thick description

(p. 316)

Dependability
(reliability)

Overlap methods (Triangulation of methods)

(p. 317-318)

Confirmability
(objectivity)

Dependability audit: Examining the process of the
inquiry (how data was collected; how data was kept;
accuracy of data)

(p. 318-327)

Credibility
(internal validity)

*Table adapted from Loh, 2013, p. 5

The researcher used the following delineated strategies for accuracy and credibility:
persistent observation, triangulation, and dependability audit, among other measures.
Describing persistent observation, Lincoln and Guba (1985) assert that
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if the purpose of prolonged engagement is to render the inquirer open to the
multiple influences - the mutual shapers and contextual factors - that impinge
upon the phenomenon being studied, the purpose of persistent observation is
to identify those characteristics and elements in the situation that are most
relevant to the problem or issue being pursued and focusing on them in
detail. If prolonged engagement provides scope, persistent observation
provides depth. (p. 304)
In application of Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) explanation of persistent
observation, the researcher engaged herself in the iterative nature of qualitative
research through continuous analysis, assessment, and simultaneous fine-tuning, thus
investing sufficient time in familiarizing herself with the data. By reading the raw
data, taking inventory of the findings, and reviewing the data again, the researcher
was able to better ascertain the contextual factors in the lives of LGBTQ+ and
disabled young people until prominent themes emerged, providing the researcher
with the scope of the phenomenon under study. This step was a crucial and ongoing
element of the work that allowed the researcher to procure a deep understanding of
people’s lived experiences, acquire rich data, and avoid misinformation.
The researcher likewise carried out methods of triangulation. Triangulation
aims to enhance the process of qualitative research by using multiple approaches
(Sim & Sharp, 1998). Various triangulation types exist in qualitative research, such
as method triangulation, which involves multiple methods of data collection as well
as investigator triangulation, which is concerned with using two or more researchers
to make coding, analysis and interpretation decisions. The researcher performed
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method triangulation by becoming versed in the various components of
phenomenological research to assure her methodology adhered to standard
procedures, and by studying other prominent bodies of research that contained
similar aims to see if her findings exhibited similar traits. The researcher likewise
engaged in investigator triangulation through ongoing evaluations with her thesis
committee, who examined the data using the same methodological lens as the
researcher, which established accuracy in her findings, or pointed out areas that
required further scrutiny.
Aside from the systematized devices used to determine rigor, throughout the
course of constructing this multi-chapter document, the researcher consulted
multiple experts in the field, namely her dissertation committee, all of whom are
credentialed social work professionals who have ample experiential knowledge in
conducting ethical research. It may be noted that this work is premised by multiple
years of the researcher’s direct involvement in this work, first as an Undergraduate
Social Work student. The researcher absorbed herself in the foundational knowledge
necessary for carrying out an ethical academic research study--submitting a research
proposal for IRB review, learning how to construct an ethical research survey and
administer it on a HIPPA-compliant platform for secure data collection, and
receiving IRB approval after many revisions and re-submittals. These measures were
followed up throughout the researcher’s Graduate track in Social Work, and
involved months of refining, narrowing, and clarifying both the aims and scope of
this research. All facets of this work from its conception to completion received
professional oversight by experts across multiple domains. Likewise, every element
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involved in the construction of this Masters’ Thesis has been subject to scrutiny and
review from the researcher’s thesis committee, each of whom have thoroughly
examined this document to confirm that the researcher engaged in critical thinking
and articulated her research in due depth and sophistication.
In addition to the above-mentioned measures taken by the researcher to
create a body of trustworthy literature, this research meets standards for procedural
rigor, particularly through receiving IRB oversight from the University of Southern
Maine. The Institutional Review Board approved the researcher to engage in this
work based on an extensive evaluation, which determined the purpose and
operationalization of the work adhered to ethical research standards within social
and behavioral human subjects-related research. Furthermore, the researcher utilized
contextually appropriate research theories as discussed earlier in this work and
carried out a procedural methodology to situate the qualitative inquiry and make
sense of the findings.
Additional ongoing reflective examinations were employed to reduce
researcher bias and misinterpretation, which was critical throughout evaluations and
categorizations of data into codes. The researcher became extremely familiar with
the work through iterative processes of open coding, followed by multiple series of
coding in order to determine the most appropriate terminologies to best represent the
participants’ experiences (Corbin & Strauss, 1998). A handful of codes were
constructed to sort the data and develop an understanding of emergent themes in
relation to the stated research question. The researcher was guided through this
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process, which involved a multistep process of identifying preliminary findings,
which were later refined and solidified.
Lastly, to guarantee the researcher was not contextualizing the data with, or
assigning meaning by inserting her own lived experience onto the cases analyzed, all
of the codes were cross-analyzed by the experts on the researcher’s thesis committee,
who arrived at similar findings and shared similar processes for arriving to such
conclusions. These measures reflect the researcher’s integrity in implementing best
practices for research, which include maintaining an objective lens throughout the
research process.
Data Collection Procedures
The data for this study was collected through secondary data survey
responses. More specifically, the data gathered answered two questions in the
original work: “How has social media played a role in your identity construction,
support network, sense of self, mental health, or self-representation?” and “In what
ways does the use of social media influence the amount of social connection you
have with other people? Does it increase or decrease your support network?”
Surveys were administered using HIPAA-compliant, SNAP Survey
Software. Data for this research was automatically collected and stored electronically
in a secure web-hosted space connected to the program’s interface. Survey data was
exported into a spreadsheet, and participants were de-identified upon entry to
maintain confidentiality. The design of the survey enabled participants to start, stop,
and return to their submission form using individualized, program-generated links, to
allow for elaborate answers, and ample time to accommodate for different
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processing and articulation needs. The survey remained open from February 25,
2019 to April 3, 2019.
Sampling
The current work included a randomly selected pool of 15 adults aged 18 to
31 located in the United States. The researcher began with 35 non-purposively
selected cases from the original dataset of 112 cases. Through the researcher’s
processes of familiarizing herself with the data, and clarifying the scope of the
research, the researcher decided to narrow the sample from 35 cases, to 15 cases.
This decision was informed by multiple factors, the most notable being the
researcher’s emergent awareness, through extensive interrogations of the data, that
she reached research saturation sooner than anticipated, and that a smaller sample
would not do a disservice to the themes identified in the data, nor the essence of
participants’ experiences. The principle of saturation describes the point at which no
new information is obtained and redundancy is achieved. Glaser and Strauss (1967)
articulate:
Saturation means that no additional data are being found whereby the [social
scientist] can develop properties of the category. As she sees similar
instances over and over again, the researcher becomes empirically confident
that a category is saturated. The researcher goes out of her way to look for
groups that stretch diversity of data as far as possible, just to make certain
that saturation is based on the widest possible range of data on the category.
(p. 61)
Additionally, a narrowed sample allowed for a closer reading of the data and
utilizing a mix of purposive and criterion-based sampling homogenized the sample
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in ways that effectively supported the researcher’s efforts to hone the focus of the
study to a particular subset: young adults. To narrow the sample, the researcher
applied discretionary measures to exclude participants who exceeded 31 years of
age. The researcher also filtered out anyone within the 35 cases who were located
outside of the United States. These decisions were informed by the researcher’s
understanding of the multitude of variables that contextualize the lives of young and
emerging adults, which are much different compared to the contextualizing factors
of middle-life and late-aged adults. It was additionally unknown to the researcher the
extent of how social norms and cultural practices of non-U.S. locations could alter
the findings, such as introducing outlier experiences. The researcher maintains the
belief that an international, or cross-cultural examination of LGBTQ+ and disabled
experiences is crucial to gaining awareness of different social and cultural forces on
minority populations’ social processes. However, these determinations were
configured in hindsight; the researcher did not have adequate knowledge in
intercultural domains, nor did she consider the implications of broadening the initial
survey criteria to individuals living internationally when this study was in its
infancy.
Upon applying the eliminating criteria, 14 participants were excluded from
the study. From there, the researcher eliminated 6 more cases by using a random
number generator, as the goal was to refine the pool into a workable sample while
also maintaining the richness of folks’ varied experiences. Moreover, it was
important to the researcher that she was not inserting bias over the selection of cases
included in the study. Given that the work includes socially vulnerable individuals,
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the researcher made it a point to accommodate all levels of social awareness and
articulation skills. That is, the researcher did not want to consciously or
subconsciously cherry pick cases based on factors of brevity, thoroughness, selfawareness, and other essential components associated with constructing an
introspective or interpretative response.
Parameters for included/excluded cases were decided on factors of reliability,
as other parts of the world may hold cultural values about LGBTQ+ identity and
disability that may skew the findings. The researcher selected a narrower age range,
eliminating all prior cases where the participant’s age exceeded 31. Young adult
lives are customarily in transitionary periods of self-learning and discovery
(Munsey, 2006). There remains a stark difference in the objectives and uses of social
media among young users than in adults who are in their mid-life and aging. Older
populations require additional considerations relating to their health and the aging
process that could not be concisely covered in this document without doing great
disservice and would otherwise expand the depth of this work beyond workable
measures. Future research may consider looking at LGBTQ+ disabled adults in the
aging population to understand their lived experiences, determine their motivations
for using social media, and consider the impact of their age range on various
disabilities, illnesses, and other social factors.
Recruitment
Participants were recruited through various social networking websites,
including Tumblr and Facebook. On Tumblr, the platform’s search function was
utilized to locate individuals whose posts were marked with relevant hashtags, such
as #queer, #disabled, #LGBTQ+, #cripplepunk, #chronicillness, #gayanddisabled,
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and so on. Oakley (2017) asserts within her research on transgender individuals who
use Tumblr that hashtags “function both as a form of identity construction and
community discourse by making posts searchable under common terms and, often,
expressing a blogger’s gender or sexuality,” (p. 107). Each post, when clicked,
brings a user back to the individual blogger’s home page, and each hashtag, when
clicked, connects a user to all other posts that share the aforementioned hashtag. The
researcher utilized these functions to locate and privately message bloggers to ask
for their participation in the study, followed by the survey link if they expressed
interest. On Facebook, links were disseminated to large closed groups specifically
oriented to people who identify as LGBTQ+, or people who recognize themselves as
having a disability. A total of four Facebook groups were surveyed for participants,
three of which catered to the intersection of both disabled, LGBTQ+ identities. Other
social networks were not considered as sites to recruit participants as the researcher’s
access and familiarity with other platforms was insufficient.
The original surveys were administered online, and identifying
characteristics were omitted. Basic demographic information was collected from the
sample, including age, location, disability and gender identity. The original survey
avoided a systematized checkbox method to quantifying identity and disability to
avoid reducing identities into stable categories. Thus, these questions were not
designed to be quantitative; participants wrote in their self-articulated gender identity
and disability alignments to the degree that they felt comfortable. This created a
wide spectrum of gender identity and disability variability in the sample.
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However, this work was reviewed by three seasoned faculty members from
the Social Work department at the University of Southern Maine, who helped
synthesize and oversee this work to address changes as needed. Additionally,
multiple coders were involved in determining the overarching themes in the data,
and the researcher actively dialogued with the aforementioned faculty to help “create
internal audits of the process” and “engender a reflexive environment about the
researchers’ roles in interpretation and analysis,” (Dansby et al., 2017, p. 187).
The Secondary Data
The aim of the researcher’s previous work was to explore how LGBTQ+ and
disabled adults utilize online spaces to engage in the creation and consumption of
identity-specific locales, otherwise described by Fraser (1990) as counterpublics.
The researcher aimed to identify social uses that take place in digital counterpublics
as they relate to matters of identity construction, support-seeking, and knowledge
production.
The Current Data
The focus of the first study was to investigate identifying social uses that take
place in digital counterpublics as they relate to matters of identity construction,
support-seeking, and knowledge production. The research was grounded in an arts
and humanities discipline, specifically Women and Gender Studies, and the survey
questions were broad with ample room for interpretation—and therefore covered a
multitude of areas. This current work is grounded in Social Work and utilized only
some items from the original measurement tool. The prior survey included a set of
12 questions: 3 demographic, 8 open-ended, and one quantitative, inquiring about
the significance of social media in people’s lives, and whether the participants had
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prior positive and negative experiences. The current work only includes 2 of the 12
questions to narrow the scope and breadth of the data. Furthermore, the number of
cases included in the current data were reduced from 112 to 15.
Feminist-Disability-informed Phenomenological Analysis
To best achieve the objectives of this work, the researcher performed a
feminist-disability-informed phenomenologically based thematic analysis of
secondary data. To address the current gaps in literature, this study aimed to answer
the question: “What are the lived experiences of disabled, LGBTQ+ young and
emerging adults who use social media for social support and identity construction?”
by exploring the lived experiences of a significantly understudied sub-population, in
their own words. The primary concepts used in feminist discourse and the social
sciences, and within this research include social identity theory and related
counterparts, intersectional theory, and feminist-disability theory, which provide the
foundation for this analysis.
For this study, the researcher implemented a phenomenological
methodology, as it supported the goals of the study, that is, to gain an understanding
of the lived experiences of LGBTQ+ disabled young adults who use social media for
identity construction and social support. A phenomenological method authorized the
researcher to illuminate detailed descriptions and individual implications of lived
experiences of a historically understudied and devalued population. Phenomenology
enabled the researcher to infer insight by exercising curiosity, open-mindedness,
compassion, and flexibility while immersing oneself in the verbatim text-dialogues
of individuals' lived experiences in their own words. The associated duties of
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phenomenological research positions researchers to identify the ways the contexts of
people's social, cultural, economic, and historical worlds shape their daily
experiences. Furthermore, qualitative research is appropriate for exploring less
known or less understood topics or phenomena to encourage deeper understandings
or unexpected findings to surface. Furthermore, the approach is suitable when a
detailed, in-depth view of a phenomenon is needed to explore a previously
understudied multidimensional reality. Scholars have employed methods of
ethnography to identify shared patterns of a social or cultural group, and it is not
suitable for this study. While culture remains a component of LGBTQ and disability
experiences, culture is not the primary focus of this research. A case study approach
could have also supplied detailed data as it allows the development of a
comprehensive depiction and case interpretation of a single case or numerous cases.
However, a case study approach could not adequately meet the researcher's
commitment to centering the lived experience of the participants in her work. Thus,
a phenomenological methodology satisfied the needs of the research, and perhaps
most importantly, provided a reliable method to capture the realities of LGBTQ+
disabled young adults.
As mentioned earlier, the researcher analyzed secondary data. The researcher
sought to reuse previous data as the population and topic area remained consistent
throughout each study, and the questions answered in the original research were
robust enough to sufficiently answer the question guiding the current work. A
phenomenological thematic analysis was an appropriate analytical methodology for
this work, because the purpose of phenomenological research is to describe and
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understand the intricate experiences of a given population, within a specific context
(Benson, 2013, p. 24) . All participants included in this study share the phenomenon
of owning an LGBTQ+ disabled identity, though particular factors such as rural or
metropolitan living, sociopolitical climate, race/ethnicity, or religious background,
for instance, create different vulnerabilities, systematic affordances and
disadvantages, and versatile experiences in context. Thus, a “phenomenological
model strives to understand disability and illness by focusing on what it means to be
disabled from the first-person perspective of the disabled person,” (Martiny, 2015, p.
554). Phenomenological approaches are well-suited for topics within disability
studies, particularly due to the malleable configuration of the framework, which can
reach far beyond rigid conceptions of elemental properties--such as gender or
biological impairment--to instead capture the essence of the entire person in
whichever ways the person describes themselves.
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Chapter Four: Data Analysis and Results
This quantitative study used a phenomenological design in which cases that
met the required criteria, as ascertained in previous subsections, were included in the
thematic analysis. The purpose of this study was to explore the online experiences of
LGBTQ+, disabled adults to understand how individuals in this population utilize
social media to navigate processes of identity construction and social support.
Participant Demographics
Age and Location
The data for this work derived from a secondary dataset of survey responses
from 112 individuals ages 18-72 living all over the globe. The researcher utilized
non-purposive, random sampling to narrow the number of cases to 35. From there,
the researcher implemented an additional round of refining through purposive
sampling. The purpose of the refinements was to create homogeneity in the data and
focus on a specified subset of individuals--in this case, young and emerging adults.
This study included 15 cases from individuals living in the United States, between
the ages of 18-31. Participants resided in Arizona, Florida, Kentucky, Maine,
Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, South Carolina, Texas, and
Virginia, respectively. Three participants resided in New York, two lived in
Virginia, and one lived in each of the remaining states mentioned above. Table 3.
Participant Demographics: Locations in the United States contain this demographic
data, and Figure 1. Locations of Participants illustrate the data in a corresponding
color-coded map.
Table 3. Participant Demographics: Locations in the United States (N=15)

U.S. States

Frequency of People per
State
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Number of People per
Frequency

----

0

---

Arizona, Florida, Kentucky, Maine,
Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey, Ohio,
South Carolina, Texas

1

10

Virginia

2

2

New York

3

3
Total: 15

Figure 1. Locations of Participants

Gender Identity
The information supplied by the sample revealed a broad range of gender
identities, as evidenced in Table 4. Participant Demographics: Gender Identity. The
majority of participants identified as gender non-conforming, specifically, nonbinary
(N=6) or trans,* (N=4) with differentiating elements. The remainder of the sample
described their identities in the following ways: genderqueer/fluctuating,
alexigender, agender, female, and cis woman. It is worth noting that while the
question inquired only about gender identity, some participants chose to disclose
their sexuality as well, perhaps because it is a critical element to how they see
themselves.
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Table 4. Participant Demographics: Gender Identity (N=15)
Identity Groupings

Given Gender Identifications

Frequency of Identity
Type

nonbinary lesbian
nonbinary butch
nonbinary, autigender
nonbinary

nonbinary, gendervague

6

nonbinary
nonbinary
transmasculine
trans*

transmasculine

4

transgender male (ftm)
transgender male (ftm)
genderqueer/fluctuating

1

alexigender

1

agender

agender

1

female

female

1

cis woman

1

genderqueer/fluctuating
alexigender

cisgender woman
Total

15

The data additionally revealed an expansive range of distinguishing
characteristics that describe how individuals articulate their intersectional identities.
Markers of disability type, as well as other considerations like ethnicity, economic
status, heritage, and religion, were disclosed in varying degrees by participants. The
open nature of the instrumentation determined what information was and was not
shared, as disclosure remained up to each participants’ discretion. However, it
remains challenging to attach meaningful and accurate language to these
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identifications and construct a table similar to the one above without attaching
generalized assumptions to the words used by participants. Unlike the data on gender
identity, participants’ responses regarding their intersecting identities were so
diverse that they did not contain commonalities in the language used. The researcher
has no way of verifying if her interpretations of participants’ identifications match
the intended meanings in how participants see themselves. Additionally,
endeavoring to take on this task without participants’ input risks placing individuals
into static categories of identity, much to the detriment of this research, because
disability, like many other pertinent intersecting identity markers, is a fluid and everchanging phenomenon.
Data Analysis
The researcher performed a phenomenological thematic analysis of the data.
The analysis identified ten codes corresponding to the verbatim answers to
“Question 1: How has social media influenced your identity construction, support
network, sense of self, mental health, self-representation, etc.?” The analysis
identified another ten codes corresponding to the verbatim answers to “Question 2:
In what ways does the use of social media influence the amount of social connection
you have with other people?” Responses that were left unanswered or indicated no
change were coded as “little to no change,” and accounted for in the analysis. Some
codes were later combined with other related codes for purposes of succinctness and
clarity while identifying emergent themes. Question 1 and Question 2 produced a
total of 20 codes, and the researcher consolidated some into smaller groups to
synthesize the data into relatable parts, and to construct themes. Table 5. Codes and
Themes for Question 1 and Table 6. Codes and Themes for Question 2 illustrate the
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theming process for each question.
Table 5. Codes and Themes for Question 1
Question 1: In what ways does the use of social media influence the amount of social connection you have
with other people? Does it increase or decrease your support network?
Preliminary Codes:

Themes:

Social support

Access to "others like me"

Learning; resource acquisition

Identity Exploration; Resource Acquisition

Identity construction

Positive Identity Development

Eased communication, expedited communication

Streamlined communication

Access to community; Shared experiences

Access to "others like me;" Belonging

Opportunity for expanded worldview

Removed from themes as it only appeared once

Platform for resource acquisition

Access to “others like me”

Table 6. Codes and Themes for Question 2
Question 2: In what ways does the use of social media influence the amount of social connection you have
with other people?
Preliminary Codes:

Themes:

Mitigated loneliness

Belonging; Mental and Physical Wellbeing

Accessible connection

Streamlined Communication

Relationship-building, maintaining distance
relationships

Relationship Facilitation

Social support, access to community

Access to "others like me"

Eased communication, expedited communication

Streamlined Communication

Identity-specific learning, self-acceptance + selfunderstanding

Positive Identity Development; Identity
Exploration, Role Formation

Following multiple iterations of open coding, refining, and re-articulating the
language used to situate participants’ experiences, the codes generated from Q1 and
Q2 revealed 1 neutral theme, 4 major themes, and 3 minor themes. The major
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themes revealed include community/belonging; positive identity development;
streamlined communication; relationship facilitation, and expanded worldview.
Minor themes include access to “others like me,” and mental and physical wellbeing
(subthemes of community/belonging), as well as identity exploration (a subtheme of
positive identity development). The researcher designated responses from people
who attested to social media as having little to no influence in their identity
development and socialization, or questions that were unanswered to the neutral
theme of “little to no change.” These major themes are represented with definitions
in Table 7. Major and Minor Themes.

Table 7. Major and Minor Themes (N = 15)
Qualitative Themes; Definition of Each Theme
Definitions

Major and Minor Themes
Major Theme 1: Community/Belonging

Minor Theme A: Access to “Others like me”

Minor Theme B: Mental and Physical Wellbeing

Major Theme 2: Positive Identity Development

Minor Theme C: Identity Exploration

Access to online communities of like-minded others
facilitates feelings of community, and belonging,
and reduces social isolation.
Social media helps people access supportive
networks consisting of people who have similar
experiences, interests, curiosities, and goals. These
online access points may translate into offline
support in the form of face-to-face engagement
and social activism.
Social media serves as a protective factor against
negative mental and physical health outcomes.
Social media supports processes that lead towards
positive identity development, which involve
building self-esteem, facilitating exploration of and
commitment to self-definition, reducing selfdiscrepancies (distress arising from the gap
between one’s actual self and ideal self), and
fostering role formation and achievement.
The active questioning of various identity
alternatives, such as through learning identity
differentiations, including identity-specific language
and information.
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Major Theme 3: Streamlined Communication

Social media allows for instant access to others in
less socially and emotionally demanding ways, and
written text allows for stronger social connection.

Major Theme 4: Relationship Facilitation

Social media is a platform for accessible
connection, relationship-building, and maintaining
distance relationships.

Neutral Theme: Little to No Change

Social media has little influence on identity and
support.

Major and Minor Themes
Major Theme 1. Community/Belonging
Participants spoke to their lack of supportive ties with LGBTQ+/disabled
people in their offline environments. They simultaneously suggested that engaging
with others on social media helps to offset the lack of engagement they experience
by providing them with a platform where they can express themselves. Some
participants shared that the limitations of their disability/illness restricted the amount
of social contact they have with people. Thus, social media served as a place to
communicate and share ideas without judgment, in the company of people who
could relate to their experiences. One participant cited that social media is the only
social enclave where they feel safe to represent their authentic self.
For me, social media helped me learn more about the LGBT community and
accept myself. when I was questioning, I got onto Instagram and searched the
“LGBT” hashtag. immediately I found support, awareness, positivity, and
other people with my experiences.
Being disabled and sick I have no friends close by, and I don't have any queer
friends close by at all. I have always been odd one out in my physical
community, due to physical and mental illness, disability, being queer, even
just [due to] the things I say and how I express myself. Social media has
really helped me build friendship and confidence.
Facebook...is sort of where I still have to "play straight/cis". My distant
relations don't know about my queer status, and at the request/demand of my
mother, they never will. I keep my old name up, don't post pictures with
friends or partners, and rarely even post anything. This crosses over with my
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status as a visibly disabled person - for people who don't see me outside of
Facebook, they might not know about my inability to walk etc., since my
mother usually crops photos to exclude my wheelchair. So, Tumblr is really
the only social media platform where I feel that I can represent myself to the
highest degree of honesty. Tumblr is really the only social media platform
where I feel that I can represent myself to the highest degree of honesty.
Minor Theme A. Access to “Others Like Me”
Most participants indicated that social media helped them locate, interact
with, and establish connections with other people who “were like them.” Engaging
in this process was beneficial to their identity-making and support processes, as it
allowed participants to learn that other people in the world shared their thoughts and
experiences, thus validating their uncertainties. Moreover, social media emerged as a
crucial resource for most: individuals expressed that SNSs provided “the only space”
to learn about LGBTQ+ identity and interact with other LGBTQ+ individuals.
It's one of the only spaces I have where I can connect with people like me,
and get useful information, framing, suggestions and feedback, as well as
providing a safe space for expression. It's hugely valuable to me and I have
been active in identity-based online communities for over 20 years.
The only way I learned about queer identities was through social media. I
grew up in a fairly sheltered environment, so I didn't know any queer people
outside of the Internet. I was able to find...and connect with people who were
like me online since nobody in my day-to-day life was like that.
By the time I was diagnosed with my first chronic illness, I was on Tumblr
already, and I knew there was a community of people out there like me.
In addition to the unprecedented access to others and feeling of community
that engaging in social media generated, social media proved to be particularly
advantageous to folks who lacked the option to engage with other LGBTQ+/disabled
individuals in traditional ways offline due to their health. Individuals utilized SNSs
as a way to maintain social connections. Participants indicated:
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During times when my health prevents me from going out, social media is
my window to the world and how I maintain friendships.
Social media allow[s] me to still have contact with people when I’m unable
to go outside.
The online nature of social media enables me to be social when I wouldn't
otherwise be able to, such as if I was unable to leave my house.
Social media provided venues to access other LGBTQ+ and disabled
individuals whom they could communicate with and share experiences. The
affordability of the Internet helped participants expand the number of social
connections they had with other people, which was crucial to their social
development as some individuals did not know anyone in their local area who shared
elements of their identities. Furthermore, social media served as a bridge to share
and socialize with others for those who, at times, are unable to socialize offline due
to the limitations posed by their health circumstances.
Minor Theme B. Mental and Physical Wellbeing
Participants cited having access to and receiving support from social media;
it served as a protective factor against health outcomes, and a way to cope when
mental health symptoms arose, namely feelings of isolation and loneliness.
I have a lot more social support due to having access to these sorts of tools
[like social media]. I know I would be a lot more lonely, bored and sheltered
from the real world if not for social media.
Without the help of social media, I would still feel utterly alone in this world.
It’s been incredibly helpful to find that I am not alone in this journey, which
has definitely helped my mental health.
During days when I can't leave the bed, social media feels like a lifeline.
One participant indicated social media helped them face family rejection:
My online LGBT friends gave me the courage to come out to my parents and
a few close IRL [in real life] friends. When I wasn’t accepted by my father
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that took a big toll on my mental health, but my online friends helped me
through it.
Major Theme 2. Positive Identity Development
On the topic of positive identity development, participants expressed at
length how connecting with others online contributed to a positive self-view. How
individuals conceptualized themselves, as well as how social media produced a
positive shift in individuals’ sense of self, ranged vastly. Individuals cited matters of
self-acceptance, self-understanding, and negative self-beliefs, which they made sense
of by connecting remotely through social media. For many, seeing virtual others
cross a profound struggle that they could relate to, validated their hurdles, and
lessened the feelings of discomfort, shame, or uncertainty they felt.
Early on, I was convinced that no one would love me except out of pity, that
I would have to spend years hiding my autistic traits in order to have a
partner tolerate me, that I would never be understood...access to other autistic
people changed that.
I am much more comfortable now expressing myself as I feel I am on any
given day and being more open about who I am.
I used to think my intrusive thoughts, rage, etc. were a moral failure, but
seeing how others experience them has normalized and destigmatized these
symptoms for me.
It gave me validation for my experiences and the language to define them.
Before long, I was a proud spoonie and cripple.
Minor Theme C. Identity Exploration
A significant element of positive identity development that numerous
participants articulated was the role of social media in their identity-exploration
process. Within their various processes, social media equipped people with resources
to learn about alternative identities, and challenge preconceived ideas surrounding
their socially ascribed identities. Furthermore, they were able to adopt a new
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language and investigate different self-labeling. Many of these negotiations occurred
through being able to witness other people’s journeys, which opened themselves up
to new ways of thinking about themselves.
Primarily, what played a role in ultimately getting me to call my own self
into question, was taking in the experiences of trans individuals on YouTube.
Watching them talk about the feelings and events leading up to their coming
out led me to realize I, too, shared those experiences in a way. The catalyst
for my coming out was being contacted by a trans friend on Facebook, and
we had a talk about how I perceived myself throughout my life.
It helped create a good support network for me as I grew into my identity as a
bi trans man, since I started talking to more queer people online and
educating myself on queer identities. Without this information shared on
social media, I wouldn't even have the language to describe huge parts of my
identity and life experience.
When I started to consider that I might be attracted to women, I sought out
other people’s experiences. I found so many stories online that were similar
to mine. I felt validated and less alone since I didn’t know anyone who was
out.
Honestly through various social media sights I have met friends who have
been able to find this side of me that I didn't really know existed about my
sexuality. [They] made me ask the questions about myself and look at myself
in a way that I didn't think about previously.
I very recently begun to identify partially as genderqueer. This is directly
related to my online involvement with other nonbinary people, especially
with a friend who started using it/its pronouns. I found some similarity and
relation there when they described their own gender identity to me, and I
found a similar interest in it/its pronouns - as a sort of bite back and a harsh
taking back of gender. (As I describe it to others: "it/its is aggressive and
harsh. It is impossible to passively ignore. I like the fact that it rubs up
against you, discomforts and unsettles''). This is an identity impacted both by
neurodivergent identity and by broader queer identity, and it would not have
been possible without social media.
Social media has helped me to learn about different identities within the
LGBTQ community and helped me to realize that some of those applied to
me.
Being able to test-drive my identity in a safe place increased my confidence
enough to speak about myself and my identity with people in my life.
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I am...in a couple groups specific to bisexual identity, and they've helped me
learn about this part of myself that I didn't get a chance to acknowledge or
explore before getting married; being a "straight-passing" wife and mom has
been a little bit confusing and rough lately. It helps to know other people deal
with being misunderstood in this way.
By showing me ways other people express themselves and inspiring me, [I've
learned] things that have helped me understand my own identity in regard to
being queer and disabled.
...I grew frustrated with how little I knew about myself. It's silly, but I
made a blog on Tumblr and only followed other autistic people. It was an
amazing sort of crash course in learning myself: despite having spent years in
"treatment" for my disability, I didn't even know the most basic of terms and
ideas, such as executive dysfunction, stimming, special interests, and sensory
overload. It was like meeting myself for the first time. I had the chance - on
that blog and on others - to meet other autistic people properly for the first
time. I can't emphasize how much these spaces have positively impacted my
mental health. It is incredibly terrifying and lonely to be neurodivergent in a
neurotypical world and to have no words for your experiences.
Major Theme 3. Streamlined Communication
Participants in the study spoke about the role that social media technologies
played in their communications. Individuals viewed the text-based medium of most
social media platforms in a favorable light. For some, it allowed people to engage
and share ideas with others in less physically and emotionally taxing ways--due to
offline social communication barriers, for example. In contrast, other people spoke
to the nature of text-based mediums, which allowed for editing one’s thoughts and
responding when it is most suitable.
Being autistic, I have always struggled with in-person communication. It is
exhausting, often hostile, ableist, and difficult for me. From a young age, my
parents were supportive and allowed me a lot of access to the Internet. Even
before I strongly identified with any of [my major] identities, I socialized
almost entirely digitally...access to a controllable, less exhausting social
space meant I spent less time recovering from trying to pass, make eye
contact, process spoken word, etc.
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I'm a skilled writer and an extrovert, both of which means I can take
advantage of text-based communication and communicate relatively
authentically.
I’m an introvert and feel more comfortable socializing within my own
parameters anyway. I like that I can feel connected to others while not
exhausting myself in the process... I feel as if I communicate better through
the written word than verbally, so I tend to feel closer to people with whom I
have a written connection.
I express myself better in writing than in speaking, so I'm able to bring up
topics I wouldn't normally converse about in face-to-face conversations.
I don't get as easily exhausted by social interaction online.
[Social media platforms] improve my ability to connect. Social gatherings
exhaust me easily, which was especially true closer to the time of my brain
injury.
Major Theme 4. Relationship Facilitation
The study participants indicated using social media to maintain existing
relationships with friends and family or people in their everyday lives. It was a
particularly useful way for individuals to keep in touch with loved ones who had
moved away, or for individuals who had moved to a new area to stay connected to
their friends and establish new social connections.
I have made friends and had conversations the likes of which I wouldn't be
able to with the small community I grew up in.
I think online spaces like social media have given me closer connections to
some offline friends and very meaningful connections to friends who I know
exclusively online.
[Social media] helps me keep in contact with people much more often and
enables me to keep up with many more people.
[Social media] allows me to speak with my friends and fellowship with
people who share my experiences.
I rarely interact with people offline and am not lonely solely because of
online spaces. I probably know dozens of friends now digitally (maybe 40,
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50?) and I am close to many of them.
There were two years where all my in-person friends lived in one city. Now
we are all at least an hour away from each other, so actually socializing with
them is mostly done online with occasional meetups. Down the line we'd like
to live in the same area again but for now this is what it is. I actually met
them all online too, and they helped me get out of a dead end situation.
[Social media] helps me branch out: I can connect with a whole lot of
different people, and not just the small group of people I’m used to in real
life. It also helps me be more confident around others.
I live in an extremely rural area. It gives me a chance to connect with those
people if I would like to attend or host an event. Without it, I would lose the
strength of those connections and my in-person relationships would degrade
over time because of my inability to nurture them physically.
Neutral Theme. Little to No Change
The researcher accounted for responses that indicated having little to no
effect on the outcomes of the data, which she placed in the “little to no change”
category and considered a neutral theme. One participant cited feeling as if their use
of social media had little influence on their identity development and social support,
and another participant did not answer the question.
Social media doesn't really affect my on- or offline socialization, apart from
the fact that it keeps me tangentially connected with people I don't get to see
often.
Individuals indicated SNSs served as both an ongoing and facilitative tool for
individuals to connect to others, share experiences, and navigate identity-related
concerns. For many, connecting with people online helped to combat unwanted
health outcomes, such as loneliness and isolation, particularly for people whose
offline engagement is mediated by the effects of their disability or illness. For some,
social media was cited as the primary source of communication and connection with
other LGBTQ+/disabled adults.
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Aside from the findings that were prominent enough to categorize as major
and minor themes, one individual cited having an experience relating to a broader
worldview, while another mentioned role/identity experimentation in regard to
“trying on” identities or labels to see which one “fit.” These aforementioned
elements illustrate the crucial aspects of young adults’ access to safe, identityspecific communities, as these spaces can support the facilitation of cornerstone
elements of emerging adults’ social development--belongingness, problem-solving,
identity-making, and support, for example.
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Chapter Five: Limitations, and Discussion of the Findings
Limitations
This research contains several limitations that deserve consideration,
beginning with the measure used to gather data for this study. This research used
previously collected data generated from survey questions oriented to the same
general population oriented to this research. The original questions involved a
digitally mediated survey consisting of open-ended questions, meaning participants
had primary control over producing the data content that was collected. However,
the two questions interrogated in this work, referenced in previous sections,
addressed many ideas at once and used language coded in inherent bias and
assumption. For instance, one of the questions asks, “How has social media
influenced your identity construction, support network, sense of self, mental health,
self-representation, etc.?” The phrasing of the question positions the researcher to
assume a pre-existing relationship, and thus participants may have supplied a
different response compared to an entirely open-ended, non-assuming question.
Given the subjective properties of qualitative research and the limitation in the
articulation of the survey questions, one cannot assume that the data given by
participants did not arise due to an inherently directed question. However, this was
only observed in hindsight and went unnoticed during the infancy of this work.
Regardless of the researcher’s intentionality in error, the biased language must be
taken into consideration to how the articulation of the questions, and interpretation
of the open-ended inquiries may have influenced participants’ responses.
An additional limitation is the terminologies used in the process of sorting
the data into codes and themes. This work went through extensive coding and
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recoding, beginning with a close read, followed by open coding, and numerous
processes of refining and altering these words. It remained a challenge for the
researcher to locate descriptive language that best fit each theme and captured the
essence of participants’ experiences without making generalizations, or to the
opposite effect, boxing in categories without room for flexibility. Case in point, the
more significant elements of this work having to do with identity and social support
share similar origins and functions across psychosocial and sociocultural domains.
Parsing out whether “community,” or “belonging” was most appropriate was an
ongoing battle--which the researcher ultimately solved by combining the two.
Determining which essential elements best fit each theme or subtheme was a
challenge and limitation imposed by the researcher’s lack of experience in
investigating such a robust study using the specific methodology employed.

Discussion
This study sought to gain a better understanding of the lived experiences of
disabled, LGBTQ+ young and emerging adults who use social media for social
support and identity construction. The researcher explicitly focused on disabled
young adults between the ages of 18-31 years of age, as this age range is known to
constitute a time of transition, and thus serves as a formative stage of young peoples’
lives. The researcher conducted a phenomenological thematic analysis on 15
purposefully, and non-purposefully selected samples gathered from secondary
survey data and identified primary and secondary themes. Major themes included
community/belonging, positive identity development, streamlined communication,
and relationship facilitation. Minor themes included access to “others like me” and
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mental and physical wellbeing (subthemes of community/belonging), as well as
identity exploration (a subtheme of positive identity development). The outcomes of
this research suggest social media can improve socio-ecological barriers and
psychosocial vulnerabilities for marginalized individuals, namely LGBTQ+ disabled
and ill young adults.
This study successfully answered the first element of the research question
“what are the experiences of…young adults who use social media for social support”
by showing that LGBTQ+ disabled individuals often engage in social media to fulfill
an array of social support needs ranging from emotional support, such as coping,
self-acceptance, authentic self-expression, and positive identity development;
informational support, such as becoming more knowledgeable about one’s diagnosis
or condition—commonly by learning from others; and social support, such as
emotional venting, advice-seeking, building social connection through selfdisclosure, maintaining close interpersonal connections, and expanding one’s social
network. These findings confirm previous research from Lee et al. (2013) and
Manago and Melton (2019) who show how social media facilitates self-disclosure by
providing safe environments to interact with others. The reduced risk afforded by the
online environment served as a way for individuals to connect with others and seek
support about matters they otherwise would not be able to discuss.
Other psychosocial benefits were revealed in the study, like social media
engagement and participants’ sense of community and belonging, as well as social
media’s ability to aid in the reduction of self-stigmatized beliefs, and production of
self-confidence. A few participants also indicated that their SNS use online carried
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over into the offline world and facilitated face-to-face interactions. These outcomes
confirm prior research in which social media has been found to contribute to positive
psychosocial outcomes: a sense of community (Henry, 2012); increased self-esteem
(Gonzales & Hancock, 2011); greater life satisfaction (Bargh & McKenna, 2004);
facilitation of offline social interactions (Jacobsen & Forste, 2011); increased social
capital (Ellison, Steinfield, & Lampe, 2011), and a higher quantity as well as quality
of friendships (Mihailidis, 2014).
The latter part of the research question related to identity was additionally
achieved. The study showed that individuals utilize social media as a way to
investigate identity-related concerns and consider identity alternatives. Unlike
heteronormative young people, individuals with LGBTQ+ identities lack
opportunities to engage with likeminded others and facilitate their identity
development through traditional face-to-face engagements (Houman & Stapley,
2013; Rosario et al., 2013). A prominent reality among most participants was their
lack of access to similar others within their offline, local community spaces--and
thus they sought out technologies to fulfill their need to connect with individuals
whom they shared affinities with and met conditions for belongingness. Several
participants spoke in particular about how social media provided a space to express
their authentic selves, which, for some, stemmed from a lack of familial acceptance.
These experiences reaffirm the findings of The Harris Poll and GLAAD (2019), and
Ryan et al., (2010), which indicate lower levels of family acceptance and community
tolerance in individuals with non-normative identity presentations.
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For most LGBTQ+ disabled young people, social media is a significant
source of social support, and a platform to explore and solidify their identities.
Supporting Pingel and Thomas et al. (2013), participants in this study were able to
learn directly from others and obtain identity-specific literacies, such as descriptive
language for identity alternatives and other words to describe their inner sense of
self. Moreover, seeing others virtually traverse profound struggles that they could
directly relate to, validated their experiences, and lessened feelings of self-stigma
(discomfort, shame, or uncertainty) they felt. Reinforcing the precursive findings
from scholars such as Egner (2018), Hanckel and Morris (2014), Miller (2017), and
Toft and Franklin (2020a, 2020b), networked technologies are advantageous to
marginalized young adults. They comprise the building blocks for individuals’ social
and emotional development. The critical nature of such tools is particularly valuable
for those who remain systemically or otherwise disadvantaged by factors of illness,
disability, and identity (Egner, 2018; Miller 2017; Toft & Franklin, 2020a). It is
much in part through these social developments, albeit online, that young people
begin to explore their desires, interlace themselves in a community of “others like
them,” and develop a positive self-narrative related to their LGBTQ+ identity and
disability/illness.
The research concedes Tajfel and Turner’s (1986) indications about identity
formation. Young, disabled LGBTQ+ adults explore and construct elements of their
identities, in part, by locating others who communicate similar experiences, such as
through Tumblr blogs, Facebook groups, and other social forums like Reddit and
YouTube. People observe, via digital vlogs, or learn, via written text contained in
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posts on social media platforms and other digital interfaces contextualizing factors of
an LGBTQ+/disabled person’s life. Upon interpreting said factors and relating them
to their personal lives, the information they gather reinforces the status quo of the
individual or re-conceptualizes how they view themselves. Matching Orsatti and
Riemer’s (2015) theoretical framework, some individuals present themselves
differently online compared to offline. However, these decisions relate to matters of
safety and security; they are still maintaining a dynamic “self” that changes to meet
the demands of a given social environment as opposed to maintaining two distinct
selves.
New Perspectives
In addition to the wide range of existing data this study supports, the research
also brought forth a novel perspective relating to the relationship between identity
construction and social support. This study specifically investigated matters relating
to social support and identity construction. However, it became apparent through
working with this research that the broader domains involved in identity construction
involve matters of community and belongingness--providing a foundation to
generate social support. In order for individuals to feel comfortable enough to incite
support or offer their thoughts to others, which necessitates a level of emotional
intimacy and trust, it may remain reasonable to suggest that they first need a basis in
which to cultivate said emotional connectivity. Within the context of this work, the
space in which that would occur is through these digital networking sites. Given
these implications, the relationships between belonging and community and
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developmental identity processes create an additional focus area for future research
endeavors.
Practice Recommendations
This research underscores the value of social relationships for young people
and demonstrates a need to explore trajectories of connection-making within
LGBTQ+ and ill/disabled populations. Inferences from this work demonstrate how
social media technologies can facilitate self-acceptance, enhance positive identity
development, and increase access to social support for young people. As
demonstrated throughout this document, many LGBTQ+ disabled young people
experience reduced access, or no access to other people who share their struggles,
including supportive LGBTQ+ disabled community spaces offline. To this point, the
research highlights the potential issue of a widespread, deeply felt lack of
community and belonging within individual’s offline contexts. More research needs
to be done to better understand the barriers LGBTQ+ disabled people encounter
regarding their psychosocial development. Greater comprehension of the challenges
LGBTQ+ disabled people encounter can position researchers and providers to better
understand the strategies that people who claim these identities employ, in order to
further support and enhance their problem-solving abilities and socialization skills.
While some people preferred or needed an alternative method of
communicating, it may be relevant to investigate future improvements to supplying
LGBTQ+ disabled/ill young adults with increased psychosocial support, both in on
and offline contexts. Nevertheless, a better understanding of the precise mechanisms
involved in forging connections online and offline within LGBTQ+ disabled
populations can bolster support and provide opportunities for belongingness and
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connection for marginalized young people. Thus, this researcher recommends the
inclusion of these elements in future research. This work adds to the literature about
online technologies as mechanisms for poly-marginalized groups to navigate layers
of systematic marginalization, and fulfill their immediate and broader social and
emotional needs; however, further investigations are necessary.

Concluding Remarks
The multidimensional and complex nature of disability and identity-related
issues give relevance to this research within multiple disciplines, including
sociology, social work, anthropology, and communication, and media studies, for
example. The outcomes of the research are particularly relevant to professional
domains of social service and community health, as it suggests LGBTQ+ disabled
individuals are at a severe disadvantage for developing secure social networks with
close, supportive ties offline. Prior knowledge points to the emotional and
psychological effects of reduced support and socialization on one’s wellbeing, and
the added stressors of disability and LGBTQ+ identity present a confounding issue
for emerging young adults.
Greater awareness about the lives of LGBTQ+ adults with disabilities can
shift societal attitudes about LGBTQ+ individuals or people with disabilities,
respectively, and produce new perceptions about people who fit within this
subgroup, as well as the use of digitally mediated spaces as sites of socialization.
This study reconceptualizes social media as a psychosocial developmental tool to
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locate information, receive social support, form meaningful connections, and be seen
and understood by individuals experiencing similar life circumstances.
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